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1.1.0  Objectives

This study of this lesson will help you to:

(i) Understand the concept;

(ii) Know development of scientific management;

(iii) Learn contributions of important persons;

(iv) Describe principles of management and their application in libraries;

(v) Discuss its functions;

(vi) Outline levels of management;

(vii) Distinguish between management as a science and an art;

(viii)  Analyse scope of management and administration;

1.1.1 Introduction

Organized efforts and management have existed for thousands of years

and we have been managing since we started life. To run any institution,

organisation or business properly management is essential. Without management,

there would be chaos every where-whether a business, a home, an office or even

a temple or a gurdwara. Not only human beings, but nature also follows

management. Sun, moon, stars, earth and even the whole universe have their

own systems of management.
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Management is very essential to get the resources utilized properly in every

field. So, Peter Drucker rightly observes that without management, a country's

resources of production remain resources and never become production.

1.1.2 Meaning

According to the Oxford English dictionary, management means, "the

action, or manner of managing, in senses of the verb; the application of skill or

care in the manipulation, use, treatment, or control (of things or persons), or in

the conduct (of an enterprise operation, etc.)"

Webster's New international dictionary of the English language states that

the management is an "act or art of managing; the manner of treating, directing,

carrying on or using for a purpose; conduct; control."

1.1.3 Definition

According to Koontz and Weihrich, "Management is the process of designing

and maintaining an environment in which individuals, working together in

groups, efficiently accomplish selected aims."

R.C. Davis described management as "a function of executive leadership.

It is the work of planning, organisation and controlling the activities of the

organisation in the accomplishment of its objectives."

Deninition by Heinz Weihrich and Harold Koontz is self explanatory.

"Management is the process of designing and maintaining an environment in which

individuals, working together in groups, efficiently accomplish selected aims. This

basic definition needs to be expanded :

1. As managers, people carry out the managerial functions of planning,

organizing, staffing, leading, and controlling.

2. Management applies to any kind of organization.

3. It applies to managers at all organizational levels.

4. The aim of all managers is the same : to create a surplus.

5. Managing is concerned with productivity; this implies effectiveness

and efficiency"

1.1.4 Scientific Management

Management practice is as old as human civilization. The real development

of management thought begun with scientific management approach by F.W.

Taylor. Taylor is knows as 'father of scientific management.' He laid down stress

on mental revolution to put the interest of labour and management into a mutual

Drucker, Peter: The Practice of Management, New Delhi: Allied Publishers, 1970,

p. 1.

The Oxford English Dictionary, Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1970, Vol. 6,

p. 106.

Webster's New International Dictionary of the English Language, 2nd ed., Unaridged,

London: G. Bell and Sons Ltd., 1939, p. 1492 .
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rewarding production. He conducted many studies i.e. time and motion studies.

Henry Fayol, a French industrialist, was contemporary of Taylor. He also

contributed valuable management thought for its development. He was managing

director of a large french coal mining firm. He was a pioneer in the field of management.

He did not study a single segment of management, but the whole enterprise. He had

the practical experience. He did experiments in the field. On the basis of his studies

and experiments, he made universal generalizations about management.

Besides these two, various other persons also contributed in this field.

1.1.5 Taylor's Principles of Management

The principles of scientific management is a pioneer work of Taylor in the

field of industrial productivity and scientific low-cost industrial output and

administration.

The basic thought and principles that he put across in his teachings and

concepts were:-

1. He was against the rule of thumb, so he stressed to develop a true

science for each element of a worker's job;

2. He was for scientific selection, training and development of workers

for each job;

3. He pointed out for a more equal division of responsibility between

management and workers. According to him, planning should be

separated from doing, the former being the responsibility of

management and the latter of workers;

4. He stressed on the need of close cooperation between management

and workers to maximise efficiency and productivity;

5. Efficiency was the central theme of Taylor's writings. He proposed

using scientific research methods to discover the one best way to

do a job. He felt that faster work could be assured only through

(i) enforced standardisation of methods and tools.

(ii) enforced adaptation of best instruments and working

conditions; and

(iii) enforced co-operation.

Taylor advocated assignment of supervisors by 'function', that is, one for

training, one for discipline etc. This functional approach is evident today in many

organizations, including libraries.

An often-repeated criticism of the scientific management approach is that

it overemphasized productivity and under-emphasized human nature.

While Taylor was the most important advocate of the scientific method

approach, others also worked in the same area, such as Frank and Lillian Gilbreth.

They were more concerned with the human aspects of managing and they

expanded the concepts of motion, study and fatigue. They worked with the 'one

best way' to perform in the most comfortable manner. They identified 17 basic
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elements on the job motions (such as 'grasp', 'hold', 'position', 'search' etc.). Henry

L. Gantt, developed the task-and-bonus system, which was similar to Taylor's

awards incentive. This system depicts rates of output. The Gantt chart, which he

developed, is still used in the production schedules as well as being regarded as

most important social development of 20th century.

Taylor took many of his concepts from the bureaucratic model developed

by Max Weber. The concept of bureaucracy developed about the same time as

scientific management and thoughts on specialization of work etc.

1.1.6 Fayol's Principle of Scientific Management

Fayol gave fourteen principles of management, which have their

implications in library management as well. These are as under:

1. Division of Work

According to Fayol, division of work increased productivity and efficiency

with same efforts, for, every person gets suitable work. Division of work should be

based on educational qualifications and specialization. It could be applied at all

levels of an organisation.

In library also, division of work is based on specialisation such as book

selection, acquisition, technical work, reference service, circulation service and

so on. It is based on specialisation which brings efficiency in doing job and affects

productivity favourably.

2. Authority and Responsibility

Management gets the work done through others. Head has authority as

well as responsibility. It is derived from position of the head one occupies and

they are interrelated.

The librarian has also authority as well as responsibility to get work done

through his/her subordinate staff. Except in one person library, work is got done

through other persons.

3. Discipline

Discipline is essential in any organisation including a library for proper

management. It demands qualities of punctuality, obedience, good conduct,

application, energy and outward marks of respect, according to Fayol.

Libraries are service oriented organisations. And disciplined workers are

of utmost importance for providing services to users.

4. Unity of Command

There should be only one head to command in an organization. Every

employee should receive orders only from one superior. Fayol was of the view

that its violation undermined authority, " Discipline is in Jeopardy order disturbed

and stability threatned. This rule seems fundamental to me".

This principle is also applicable in libraries. Librarian gives orders to the

staff working under him/her.
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5. Unity of Direction

This principle demands one head and one plan for each group of activities

with same objectives in order to have unity of direction. It provides better

coordination among various activities.

In libraries also, this principle is applied. Classification and cataloguing

activities are grouped under Technical or Processing Section. The Head of the

Section provides thus unity of direction for the work and process so as to have

coordination of all activities of the group.

6. Subordination of Individual to General Interest

In case of conflict of general and personal interests, in an organisation,

general interests get priority. One should always subordinate the individual

interest for the growth and development of the organisation.

Library staff serves the community. So, they should always subordinate

their personal interests/work to that of users and always be helpful to them.

7. Remuneration

Remuneration and mode of payment should be fair according to

qualifications and skills of a worker. It should provide maximum satisfaction to

both employees as well as employer.

In libraries also, remuneration of staff is usually fixed commensurate to

their professional and educational qualif ications, experiences and

responsibilities.

8. Centralisation

When authority and responsibility is with the top management, it is known

as centralisation. Here, decision-making is vested at the central or top level.

Without using the term centralisation of authority, Fayol perhaps left it to

individual situation. It is relative and not absolute.

In India, most of the libraries have centralised administration. Decisions

are taken at higher level and subordinates have to work according to them. But

degrre of centralization varies from libray to library.

9. Scalar Chain

Authority flows from superior to subordinates throughout the entire

organisation. Therefore, order or chain should be hierarchical form the highest

to the lowest ranks. Short circuiting of authority would be detrimental.

Organisation of most of the libraries follow this principle as depicted below.
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10. Order

It is essential for every type of organisation to keep the whole work in

order. To fulfil this principle, "right place for everything and for every man" should

apply. It covers both things as well as persons.

In libraries too, library personnel, reading material and other things and

activities should be organised in proper order to provide right services to right

users at the right time efficiently and effectively.

11. Equity

Equity in treatment and behaviour is liked by everyone. Employees should

be treated equally by the supervisor(s).

In a library, Librarian and all Heads of Sections should also follow this

principle. He/she should not discriminate among his/her subordinates, so that

they work with full enthusiasm, and cooperation.

12. Stability of Tenure

Employees working in an organisation without any fear of unnecessary

turnover of their jobs would be definitely beneficial for upliftment of any

organisation. The organisation would benefit from their on the job training and

experience on which it had invested. Their familiarity with the work helps them

to do their jobs better. Unnecessary turnover of employees means loss to both the

organisation as well as employees. Fayol, therefore, regards unnecessary turnover
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as cause and effect of bad management.

In most of the libraries, there is stability of tenure for personnel working

in them, in India. Libraries are gainers and richer with experience and

development of their staff.

13. Initiative

This principle requires freedom to think and execute a plan. Staff should

be encouraged to propose a plan and to execute it, too. They should be encouraged

and rewarded from time to time to promote healthy work culture in an

organisation. This brings newness and change for better.

Libraries, in many cases encourage initiative. Many devices and systems

in libraries developed by librarians like Newark Charging System of books, open

access. Three Card System for registration of periodicals are products of this

principle.

14. Esprit de Corps

This principle emphasises teamwork and the importance of effective

communication in achieving the same. There is strength in unity. It is extension

of the principle of unity of command.

In a library, feeling of team work is of utmost importance to achieve the

desired goal(s) and provide necessary services to users.

Fayol's principles have stood the test of time. They are applicable for

management of not only business concerns, but also of all types of organisations

including libraries, as discussed above.

1.1.7 Functions

According to Fayol there were five managerial functions-planning,

organising, commanding, coordinating and controlling. They related to concepts,

principles, theory and technique and elements of management. On the other

hand, Luther Gullick and Lyndall Urwick listed functions under POSDCORB :

i.e. planning, organising, staffing, directing, coordinating, reporting and

budgeting. These are discussed below :

1. Planning

According to Koontz and O'Donnell, "Planning is deciding in advance

what to do, how to do it, and who is to do it."

In libraries also, planning is the basic managerial function. It is needed

to achieve the desired goals in every library.

2. Organising

In the process of organising, work/job is assigned to different personnel

according to their posts and potentialities. Organising process varies from library

to library depending upon the needs of its community to be served.

Koontz, H., Essentials of Management/H. Koontz and C.O'DonnelI, 2nd ed., New

Delhi: Tata McGraw Hill, 1980, p. 56
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3. Staffing

Process of getting manpower to do work for an organisation is called staffing.

In staffing-policy, plans are made to meet manpower requirements. People are

selected, inducted, trained and developed to run an organisation.

In libraries, staffing depends on the type and requirement of a library. All

these processes are also followed in libraries.

4. Directing

Planning, organising and staffing are the functions concerned with the

preparation of work. Direction is the function, which stimulates an organisation

as well as its staff to execute plans. According to Koontz and O'Donnell, "Directing

is the interpersonal aspect of managing by which subordinates are led to

understand and contribute effectively to the attainment of enterprise objectives."

In libraries also, staff is directed to do the work keeping in mind user

services as objective.

5. Coordinating

Co-ordination among the activities of an organisation is the key to success

of organisation. All levels of management, from top to lower are responsible for

coordinating the various activities under their control.

Library work also requires coordination of work at all levels, for 'providing

services to users/clientele.

6. Reporting

Authority of any organisation should be well informed about the

performance of the personnel for further improvement in doing this work.

Reporting applies in libraries too. Every person reports about her/his work

to his/her superior.

7. Budgeting

A Budget is a plan of work. Budgeting gives direction to income and

expenditure of an organisation for the coming year. Budget is a numerical

statement expressing the plans, policies and goals of an organisation for future.

It is an effective management tool to assess the financial resources. Most of the

libraries follow annual Line budget.

Good management carries all these functions. These are the main activities

or functions. They may vary from organisation to organisation including library

to library.

1.1.8 Levels of Management

A large organisation has a managerial hierarchy or chain of command

consisting of several levels of authority. Management levels may vary from

organisation to organisation. In a big organisation, management levels may be

Koontz, H.D., Principles of Management: An Analysis of Manngement Functions,

Koontz and C.O Donnell, McGraw Hill, p. 499.
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classified as under:

1.1.8.1 Top management.

1.1.8.2 Middle management.

1.1.8.3 Supervisory/Operating/Low management

1.1.8.1 Top Management

An organisation consists of Board of Directors and the chief

executive in its top level management. Chief executive may be an individual or a

group of chief executives. Top management has to do thinking and chalk out

policies and programmes, so planning gets direction. It has to integrate functions

of the whole organisation. It is responsible for overall management of an

organisation. Chief executive maintains co-ordination as well as harmony among

different sections /departments of an organisation. Following functions are

performed by the top executive/ top management :

1. Formulate policies, long term as well as short term plans (objectives,

goals and strategies).

2. Formulate the master budget and departmental budgets, if necessary.

3. Provide guidance and direction to various functionaries.

4. Coordinate and integrate various activities made by different

departments.

5. Provide staff/Personnel.

6. Review and control financial and operating results.

7. Maintain public relations and represent the organisation with his/

her leadership.

1.1.8.2 Middle Management

It works as a mediator between top management and operating

management. The number of levels in middle management differs form

organisation to organisation. So, there is no uniformity of functions in it. But the

pressure builds from both the sides either top level or lower levels.

Middle level management does the following functions:

1. Develop and explain various plans and policies formulated by top

level.

2. Cooperate and co-ordinate among personnel working in middle level,

top level and low level(s) to make environment friendly, and harmonial.

3. Supervise and control the supervisory/low level(s) activities.

4. Motivate the staff/Personnel

5. Lay down rules and regulations for supervisory staff/personel.

1.1.8.3 Supervisory/Operating/Low Level Management

It is the lowest or first level management in an organisation

constituted by superintendents, foremen and inspectors. This level can be further
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classified into three categories :

Supervisor

Intermediate supervisors

Frontline supervisors

Supervisor is an intermediator between management and workers.

Supervisor performs the following functions:

1. Plan the activities, classify and assign jobs to workers.

2. Advise and assist the worker-how to do work.

3. Supervise and control workers' operations.

4. Issue orders and instructions.

5. Provide training to the workers.

6. Maintain the machinery.

7. Solve problems of workers.

8. Maintain discipline and good human relations among workers.

9. Reports feedback and present problems of the workers to the

authority.

1.1.9 Science

Science is an organised knowledge for studying any subject

systematically and to develop. For that, it is essential to apply scientific method.

Scientific method or scientific approach requires data or facts collected through

observation in controlled situation and experimentation. It classifies and analyses

these facts. It attempts to understand causal relationship(s) of any problem or

phenomenon. Tentative hypotheses or generalizations are made. They are tested

and on the basis of investigation, they are either accepted or rejected. These

become principles. And they are considered valid. These help in prediction. These

principles also expand the concepts. When a considerable number of concepts

and principles are formed, they are systematised in groups by classifying and

arranging them in systematised order. Thus, this knowledge becomes basis of

the theory systematic or scientific theory. It is termed as scientitfic knowledge

on the subject.

This knowledge can be studied. It can be researched for furtherance of

knowledge. This knowledge can be imparted/taught for its dissemination.

Any discipline which has its methods of inquiry systematic and empirical,

that is, data collected can be ordered and analysed and the results of which it

gets are cumulative and communicable-can be called scientific. That is why we

treat management as a science.

1.1.10  Management : Science or Art

The word 'science' denotes two types of systematic knowledge :

Natural or exact

Behavioural or inexact

Physics, chemistry etc. are the natural science, whereas management is
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behavioural or inexact science. In management, one has to study man and a

multiplicity of factors affecting him.

Whereas science learns the 'why' phenomenon, art learns 'how' of it.

According to Fayol, "all undertakings require planning, organisation, command,

coordination and control, and in order to function properly, all must observe the

same general principles. We are no longer confronted with several administrative

sciences, but with one which can be applied equally well to public and private

affairs."

The art of management deals with the application of skill and efforts for

doing work getting desirable results. Management is an art, because a manager

has to do planning, controlling, directing, etc. And to organise the work properly,

keeping in mind the satisfaction of the employees and optimum productivity

balancing various factors is definitely an art of a manager.

To quote Heinz Weihrich and Harold Koontz, "Managing as a practice is

an art, management as organised knowledge underlying the practice may be

referred to as a science."

"Management is the art of getting things done through and with people in

formally organised group."

John F. Mee in his book entitled management thought in a dynamic economy

(New York: 1963), is of the view that, "Management may be defined as the art of

securing maximum results with a minimum of efforts so as to secure maximum

prosperity and happiness for both employer and employee and give the public the

best possible service."

Thus, management involves both elements-science and art. Some aspects

make it a science whereas some aspects which involve application of skills, make

it an art.

In a profession, art and science are related and are complementary. Doctor

studies medical science to understand knowledge and human anatomy,

physiology etc. Application of knowledge is a skill and an art, same in case with

library and information science and management profession.

1.1.11  Management and Administration

Some regard both the terms synonymous while others do not do so. This

controvarsey is as old as the discipline. There is difference of opinion among

scholars regarding scope of management and administration. These are listed

hereunder:

1. Administration is wider than management.

2. Administration is a part of management.

3. Administration and management are the same.

Some scholars are of the view that administration relates to policy

formulation and management relates to policy execution and both these activities

are different. According to them, administration determines the basic framework
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of the organisation within which managerial functions are taken. In the words of

William Spriegel "Administration is that phase of a business enterprise that

concerns itself with the overall determination of institutional objectives and the

policies necessary to be followed in achieving those objectives. Management, on

the other hand, is an executive function which is primarily concerned with

carrying out broad policies laid down by the administration. "

E.F.I Brech holds the view that "Management is a social process entailing

responsibility for the effective and economical planning and the regulation of

the operation of enterprise, in the fulfillment of a given purpose or task". And

administration is a part of management which "is concerned with the installation

and carrying out of the procedures by which it is laid down and communicated

and the process of activities regulated and checked against plans.

Contrary to the above mentioned opinion, some experts think that

management is a comprehensive term and administration is its part. According

to this view, administration is a subordinate function to overall management

function in an organisation.

While some authorities view both the terms having the same scope.

According to ALA glossary of library and information science, "Management may

be defined as the process of coordination of the total resources of an organisation

toward the accomplishment of the desired goals of that organisation through the

execution of a group of interrelated functions such as planning, organising,

staffing, directing and controlling. So defined, management is usually used

synonymously with administration in current literature."

1.1.12  Summary

To get the resources utilized properly in every field, management practice

is essential. Management practice is as old as human civilization. According to

Koontz and Weihrich, "Management is the process of designing and maintaining

an environment in which individuals, working together in groups, efficiently

accomplish selected aims. "

Taylor is known as father of scientific management. The principles of

scientific management is a pioneer work of Taylor in the field of industrial

productivity and scientific low-cost industrial output and administration. Fayol,

another prominent person in scientific management gave fourteen principles of

management, which have their implications in library management as well.

Different scholars have given different functions of management. Fayol

gave five functions of management such as planning, organisrng, commanding,

coordination and controlling. Whereas Luther Gullick and Lyndall Urwick listed

these functions as planning, organising, staffing, directing, coordination,

reporting and budgeting (POSDCORB).

Management levels may vary from organisation to organisation. In a big
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organisation management levels may be Classified as : Top management, Middle

management, and Supervisory/operating/low management.

Practice of management is an art. Systematic knowledge regarding

management is a science.

Some regard administration wider than management. While some consider

both these terms synonyms, yet some view management wider in scope than

administration.

1.1.13  Further Readings

1. Navalani, Kishni, Library management in the changing scenario : Concepts,

operations of practices, Patiala : Madan Publication, 2006.

2. Evans, G. Edward, Management Techniques for Librarians 2nd ed. New York:

Academic Press, 1983.

3. Ranganathan, S.R. Library Administration 2nd ed., Bangalore: Sarda

Ranganathan Endowment for Library Science, 1995.

4. Stueart, Robert D. and Moran, Barbara B., Library Management, 6th ed.,

Littleton: Libraries Unlimited, 2004.

5. Mittal, R.L., Library Administration: Theory and Practice 5th rev. ed. Delhi:

Metropolitan, 1984.

6. Krishan Kumar Library Administration and Management  New Delhi; Vikas,

Reprint. 2009.

7. Koontz, Harold and Weihrich, H: Essentials of Management.Ed8.2010.

1.1.14  Short Answer Questions:

1. What is management?

2. Is management an art?

3. Is management a science?

4. Who is father of scientific management?

5. Enumerate POSDCORB?

6. How many principles of management are given by Fayol?

Answers :

See page no. 1, 10, 10, 11, 7

6. Fourteen
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1.2.0 Objectives

1.2.1 Introduction

1.2.1.2 Meaning and Definition

1.2.3 Authority

1.2.1.2.1 Meaning

1.2.1.2.1.2 Definition

1.2.4 Library Authority

1.2.5 Types of Library Authority

1.2.5.1 National Library Authority

1.2.5.1.2 Public Library Authority

1.2.5.3 Academic Library Authority

1.2.5.4 Special Library Authority

1.2.5.5 Functions of Library Authority

1.2.6 Committee

1.2.6.1 Library Committee

1.2.6.1.2 National Library Committee

1.2.6.3 State Library Committee

1.2.6.4 Local Library Committees

1.2.6.5 University Library Committee

1.2.6.6 College Library Committee

1.2.6.7 School Library Committee

1.2.6.8 Special Library Committee

1.2.7 Library Authority, Library Committee & Librarian

1.2.8 Library Structure

1.2.9 Summary

1.2.10 Further Readings

1.2.11 Self Check Questions

1.2.0  Objectives

(i) Know the meaning and definition of organisation and authority.

(ii) Understand the difference between various types of library authorities.

(iii) Analyse the functions of library authorities.

(iv) Recognise importance of library committees at different levels.

14
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(v) Evaluate functions of Library committee.

(vi) Identify basis of alternative methods of library organisational structure.

(vii) Differentiate role of library authority, library committee and librarian.

1.2.1 Introduction

Organisations are needed by society to perform different functions. It is

important for success of management both for profit and non-profit concerns.

Persons may born and die in organisations like hospitals. We need organisations

for educating children such as schools, colleges and universities. Many of us

also work in organisations such as Railway Board, Electricity Department,

Libraries. Thus organisation can be seen in all walks of life in a society,

community, city, rural area etc.

Modern age is an age of organisations. They are basis of our society.

Organisations are essential because of limitations of human beings. A single

person cannot do all tasks. Hence, persons have to work in groups. But unlike

family, community or society, "an organisation is purposefully designed and

grounded neither in the psychological nature of human beings nor in biological

necessity". (Durcker, Peter. Post-capitalists society. New York: Harper Business,

1993, p. 48).

Thus, an organisation is formed by a group of persons to attain an

objective. Organisations may be small, medium and large size. They may be

limited to a locality, country or may be multinational e.g. public library,

national library and academic library.

1.2.2 Meaning and Definition

Organisation is a group of people who form a business, club, etc. together

in order to achieve a particular aim : to work for a business/political/voluntary

organization. {Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary, 6th ed. Oxford: Oxford

University Press, 2000,p.895).

Amita Etziom defines an organisation, as "a social unit of human grouping,

deliberately structured for the purpose of attaining special goals."

1.2.3 Authority

For running any organisation there is a need to have an authority.

1.2.3.1 Meaning

 According to Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary authority means "The

people or an organization who have the power to make decisions or who have a

particular area of responsibility in a country or region".

1.2.3.2  Definition

 According to Franklin G. Moore, "Authority is the right to decide and the

power to act to carryout decision." To quote Trudy Heller, "Authority is the

discretionary power to carry out assignments." In the words of Weihrich and

Koontz, "Authority is the power to exercise discretion in decision making. It almost
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invariably arises from the power of position or legitimate power."

1.2.4 Library Authority

Library authority normally is at the top of library structure. It is a policy

making body. It may be a person or a group of persons. It has the responsibility

of providing library services in an area or an organisation. It may be a

statutory body or this responsibility may be assigned to it by some higher

body.

Right also invests authority with responsibilities or duties. e.g. State

Public library authority has responsibility to provide library services in the

state.

1.2.5 Types of Library Authority

Following are the Library authorities. They are based on types of libaray.

3.5.1    National Library Authority.

3.5.2    Public Library Authority.

3.5.3    Academic Library Authority.

3.5.4    Special Library Authority.

1.2.5.1  National Library Authority

    National library is usually constituted by the national government of a

country.

National Library of India is an institution of national importance. At present,

it is under the Department of Culture, Ministry of Tourism and Culture,

Government of India. Its head is Director. Librarian is called the Principal Library

and Information Officer.

Model Library Bill by S.R. Ranganathan makes the provisions for it and its

functions.

"The Union Minister for Education, hereinafter called the 'Minister', shall

be the National Library Authority.

The functions of the ministers are to:

1. Establish, maintain and manage a system of National Central Libraries;

and

2. Promote and stimulate the establishment in each Constituent State of:

1. A State grid of Public Library System.

2. Hospital Library Service; and

3.  Prison Library Service

1.2.5.1.1 System of National Centra1 Libraries

The system of National Central. Libraries shall include a,

1. National Copyright Library;

2. National Dormitory Library;

3. A System of

National Service Libraries;
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National Seafarers Libraries; and

National Contact Libraries

1.2.5.1.2 System of National Service Libraries.

The system of National Service Libraries shall include National Service

Library for the:

1. Natural Sciences and their applications other than those mentioned

in categories 2 and 3;

2. Agricultural Sciences;

3. Medical Sciences;

4. Humanities and Generalia;

5. Social Sciences; and

6. Such other subject fields forming subdivisions or the subject fields

mentioned in categories 1 to 5, as may be determined by the Minister

from time-to-time.

1.2.5.1.3 System of National Seafarers Libraries

The system of National Seafarers Libraries shall include :

1. National Seafarers Library in each of the ports Calcutta,

Visakhapatnam, Madras, Cochin, and Bombay and such other parts in

India as may be determined by the Minister from time to time;

2. National Seafearers Library on board of each Indian ship;

3. National Seafarers Library in each of such of the foreign ports, as

may be determined by the Minister from time to time, where an

Indian ship may have to stay for a long time for repair or for

overhauling or for any other reason.

1.2.5.1.4 System of National Contact Libraries

"The system of National Contact Libraries shall inc1ude a National

Contact Library in such of the population clusters in each of such countries, as

may be determined by the Minister from time to time.

1.2.5.1.5 National Department of Libraries

For helping the Minister in the administration of the system of National

Central Libraries, there shall be a National Department of Libraries, with the

necessary staff1. (Seminar on PUBLIC LIBRARY SYSTEM, (Bangalore) (28 to 30 April

1972) edited by S.R. Ranganathan and A. Neelameghan), Bangalore : Sarada

Ranganathan Endowment for Library Science, 1972.

1.2.5.2 Public Library Authority

In each state of India, there are ministers, State Planning Boards,

Committees etc.

Library comes under state subject. Hence provision of library service varies

from state-to-state in India. Some states of India have enacted library laws for

providing library services in the. respective States. A majority of states have yet
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to make such an effort. There are variations in library laws· enacted so far as to who

will be responsible for providing library service in the state.

Provisions for State and local library authorities, their constitution, duties

etc. as per Model Library Bill of Dr. Ranganathan are given hereunder :

"For the purpose of promoting and organising a library system in the State

of Granthajagat, the Minister for Education for the State (hereinafter referred to

as, the 'Minister') shall be the State Library Authority.

Duty of the State Library Authority

"It· shall be duty of the State. Library Authority to provide for an adequate

library service in the State of Granthajagat and for the progressive development

of institutions devoted to the purpose, and to secure the effective execution by

Local Library Authorities, of the national policy for providing adequate Library

Service to the people in every locality."

1.2.5.2.1 Local Library Authority

Constitution of a Local Library Authority

For the purpose of organising and administering the Public

Libraries in the State, there shall be constituted a Local Library

Authority, for each City and for each District.

(b) Every Local Library Authority shall by the name of the area for

which it is constituted, be a body corporate having perpetual succession

and a common seal with power, subject to the provisions of this Act, to

acquire, hold and dispose of property, and to control, and may by the

same name sue and be sued."

1.2.5.2.2 Composition of a City Library Authority

Every City Library Authority shall consist of:

The Mayor of the Municipal Corporation or the President of

the Municipal Council or other Municipal body of the city, as the case

may be, who shall ex-officio be the Chairman of the Authority;

(b) A Principal of a First Grade College in the City nominated by

the Government, who shall ex-officio be the Vice Chairman of the

Authority;

(c) The Chief Librarian of the city who shall ex-officio be the

Secretary of the City Library Authority and of each of the committees of

the said Authority;

(d) Two persons elected by the municipal corporation, municipal

councilor other municipal body of the City, as the case may be, from

among its members;

(e) One person nominated by the Government from among the

members of governing bodies of the aided libraries in the City;

(f) A Head Master of a High School in the City nominated by the

Government;
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(g) One person nominated by the council of the City branch, if,

any, of the State Library Association;

(h) An Officer of the Department of Public Instruction having

jurisdiction over the City, nominated by the Government.

(i) Two persons nominated by the Government from among

persons ordinarily resident in the City."

1.2.5.2.3 Composition of a District Library Authority

"Every District Library Authority shall consist of,

(a) The Deputy Commissioner or the Collector, as the case may

be, of  the District who shall ex-officio be the Chairman of the

Authority;

(b) A Principal of a First Grade College in the District nominated

by the Government, who shall ex-officio be Vice-Chairman of

the District Library Authority.

(c) The Chief Librarian of the District, who shall ex-officio be the

Secretary of the District Library Authority and the Committees

of the said Authority;

(d) The District Educational Officer or the Educational Inspector

of the District, as the case may be;

(e) Two persons elected from among its members by the District

Development Council; or any other equivalent body, if any;

(f) One person elected from among its members by each

municipal council or other municipal body in the District

with jurisdiction over a municipal area, other than an area

for which a City Library Authority is established, which

has a population of not less than 50,000.

(g) Two persons nominated by the Government from among the

members of municipal councils or other municipal bodies

in the District with jurisdiction over a municipal area having

a population of not less than 50,000.

(h) One person nominated by the council of the District Branch,

if any, of the State Library Association.

(i) One person nominated by the Government from among the

members of the Talk Development Board in the District, if

any;

(j)        Two persons nominated by the Government from among the

members of the village Panchayats and town Panchayats in

the District ;
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(k) Two persons nominated by the Government from among the

           members of the governing bodies in aided libraries in the

District.

(l) A Head Master of a High School in the District nominated by

                the Government; and

A Local Library Authority shall transact business in such manner and in

accordance with such procedure as may be prescribed."

1.2.5.2.4 Powers and Functions of Local Library Authority

"It shall be the duty of every City Library Authority and every District

Library Authority to provide Library Service to the persons residing in the area

within its jurisdiction.

Every City Library Authority shall establish and maintain.

One City Central Library;

One City Branch Library for every population cluster of 25,000; and

One City Travelling Library and the necessary number of City Service

Station for service to the sparsely populated fringe and other areas, with too small

a population for a City Branch Library.

Every District Library Authority shall establish and maintain :

One District Central Library ;

Two District Branch Libraries for each town with a population between

40,000 and 100,000.

One Disctict Branch Library for each town with a population between

5,000 and 40,000; and

One District Travelling Library for a rural population of about 40,000. It

can give book service once in a fortnight to each village and each group

of three adjacent hamlets. The number of service stations can be

determined within the area covered by the Travelling Library according to

the contex.

For giving library service every Local Library Authority may :

Provide suitable lands and buildings to its libraries, and the furniture,

fittings, equipments and other conveniences necessary for the purpose.

Provide to its libraries, books and other kindred materials;

Provide for lectures and conduct other activities as may be conducive to

the carrying out of the purpose of this Act;

With the consent of the management and the previous sanction of the

Government acquire any library on such conditions as may be approved by the

Government;

With the previous sanction of the Government shift or close any of its

libraries;

Accept any endowment or gift for any purpose connected with its activities,

provided that no gift or endowment of an immovable property shall be accepted
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without the previous sanction of the Goverpment;

With the sanction of the Government do any other thing that may be

conducive to the furtherance of the purposes of this Act;

Exercise such other powers and perform such other duties as. may be

conferred or imposed by or under this Act."

1.2.5.2.5 Powers and Functions

Mysore Public Libraries Act, 1965, provides for local library authorities.

The power and functions of loca1library authorities are laid down in section 26.

These are given below:-

(a) provide suitable lands and buildings for public libraries, and the

furniture, fittings, equipment and other conveniences necessary for

the purpose;

(b) provide such libraries with books, periodicals etc.;

(c) with the previous sanction of the government shift or close any public

library;

(d) accept any endowment or gift for any purpose connected with its

activities. Provided that no gift or endowment of immovable shall be

accepted without the previous sanction of the State Government;

(e) provide lectures and conduct other activities etc.;

(f) with the consent of the management and the previous sanction of

the Government acquire any library etc.;

(g) with the sanction of the State Government do anything that may be

Conducive to the furtherance of the purposes of this Act.

U.K.

In England, a library authority was any local council responsible for local

government which had adopted the library acts before 1st April, 1965. It had the

duty to provide library service for all residents and non-resident employees and

students, and for that purpose to provide and maintain such buildings and

equipment and such books and other materials, as to do such other things, as

may be requisite.

The Local Government Act 1972 altered the situation. In England and

Wales, there are two tiers of authorities-Counties and Districts. In Urban areas

they are known as Metropolitan counties and Metropolitan Districts, and in

the more rural areas as non-metropolitan countries, and non-metropolitan

districts.

U.S.A.

In USA, Board of Library Trustees is responsible for the control of an

American library system. It is also known as Library Board, Board of Directors,

Library Trustees and occasionally Library Committee.

1.2.5.3 Academic Library Authority

All academic libraries have library authorities. But their names and
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functions vary.

In India, usually Senate, Syndicate, Executive Council may be authority

of university library. In America, it may be called Senate/ Board of Trustees.

In colleges and schools, Board of Management and or Principal and

Advisory Council may be library authority. Government colleges and schools

come under State Ministry of Education. They also become their policy

formulation agencies.

1.2.5.4 Special Library Authority

Top Management body of an organisation acts as library authority.

In case of a library in the national institution, its Board of Management or

Executive Body is its authority. In some cases, Ministries also formulate policies

on certain matters.

1.2.5.5 Functions of Library Authority

Library authority is the top most policy formulation body of a library.

It usually performs the following functions:

1. Policy Making Body : Every organization has to make planning,

policies and programmes for its functioning. Library authority chalks

out vision, mission, role and goals of a library. These may be

recommended by library committee or other bodies, or librarian. But it

is the library authority which accepts them.

2. Planning : Planning is looking ahead. How an organization should

develop in future is decided by planning. For development of a library,

it is the library authority which gets prepared plans. It is also the body

which supports and makes available resources for it.

3. Budget : A budget is a statement of financial operations of achieving

the plans. A budget is the fundamental planning instrument in an

organization. It indicates the revenue earnings/grants and expenses.

Budget is an instrument for implementation of a plan or programme

and provision of services. The library authority sanctions money for

providing the services and fulfilling the plans.

4. Frame Rules and Regulations and Bye-Laws : For running an

organisation, rules and regulations are must. They provide guidelines

to staff, users etc. These rules may be recommended by the library

committee But it is the library authority, Which puts its stamp of

approved on them.

5. Provision of Library Building and Infrastructure : Library cannot

function in vacuum. It needs building and infrastructure, furniture,

equipment etc. The authority makes provision for them.

6. Collection Development : Reading material collection is the

foundation for provision of library services to users. Library authority
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chalks out policy as well as provides resources for its development

7. Manpower :  Library is labour intensive service organization. For

its proper functioning, it needs librarian, and library staff. Library

authority makes provision for appointing appropriate and qualified

librarian and staff for proper functioning of a library. It may also look

after their development.

8. Care, Inspection and Control : It is one of the important function

of library authority to look after the functioning of the library from

time to time. It advises the librarian and library committee regarding

various services. It also inspects and controls the functioning of

the library.

9. Accounting and Auditing : Library usually is run by public money.

Accounting and auditing are the two controlling processes of public

expenditure. Library authority has to keep financial control of funds

through proper accounting and auditing. Library authority receives

and approves accounts and audit reports.

10. Annual Report : Library annual report regarding the work and

functioning of a library is submitted by its librarian. On the

recommendation of the library committee, library authority accepts

the report.

11. Library Cooperation : In modern age, library cooperation and

networking are necessary to provide access to information and library

collection at the least cost. It is the library authority, which advises

and gives necessary sanction for this purpose.

12. Evaluation : Library authority also evaluates how far a library is

efficient and effective and  provide various services to users.

1.2.6 Committee

A committee plays an important role in many modern organisations. It

brings different view points on a problem. It pools knowledge, expertise and

experience of different persons. It aids in making sound and unbiased decisions.

1. Meaning

"Committee is a group of people who are chosen usually by a larger group,

to make decision or to deal with a particular subject". (Oxford Advanced Learner's

Dictionary, 6th ed. Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2000, p. 242).

"A group of persons usually small in number, selected and authorized to

consider, study, deliberate on, and make recommendations about general or

specific problems of issues on a permanent or temporary oasis." (Dictionary of

administration and management: authoritative comprehensive. Los Angeles : System

Research Institute, 1981, pp. 211).

"Committee is a group of persons to whom, as a group, some matter is

committed for purposes of information, advice, interchange of ideas or decision."
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(Weihrich Heinz Management : A global perspective Heinz Weihrich and Harold Koontz:

10th ed. New York: McGraw Hill, 1994), p. 712.

2. Need

Committees provide a means to bring persons or experts from different

fields, or employees of an organisation from different units/departments. They

bring their knowledge, experience, expertise, skills and perspectives. They help

in understanding problems or topics. Discussion may help in identifying

alternative solutions. They are also helpful in obtaining commitment to policies

and decisions. Communication becomes easier. They have better influence on

people. Democratic approach to decision making provides a forum for free

discussion of ideas and thoughts. Committee decisions have more influence and

pressure. Committee members may serve as ambassadors for library work in the

library community.

3. Disadvantages

But there are disadvantages also. They are slow in decision making.

Decision making is costly in terms of time and expenses on members. There may

be pressure groups within them which may affect sound decisions and bring in

politics. Sometimes committees delay decisions because of lengthy procedures.

1.2.6.1 Library Committee

 Need for Library Committee has been felt in all types of libraries. In many

public library acts in India, there is a provision of library committees.

Library committee is "The committee responsible for the provision of library

services", according to the Librarians' glossary by Leonard Montague Harrod. 4th

rev. ed. New Delhi: India Book Co., 1977.

Types :

1. Standing Committee : It is permanently constituted for discussing

problems or doing tasks e.g. Book Committee, Finance Committee.

2. Temporary/Adhoc Committee : It is formed for a particular task

e.g. selections of software.

3. Advisory Committee : Such committee makes recommendations :

Its advice may be accepted or not by the authority. e.g. Sinha Library

Committee.

4. Executive Committee : It not only discusses, but it has power and

authority to execute decisions. Its function is of admnistrative type.

e.g. Syndicate of a University.

Model Public Library Act by Dr. S.R. Ranganathan makes provision for the

following committees at different levels and gives their constitution. Committees

may be grouped as:

1.2.6.2  National Library Committee

"There shall be a National Library Committee for the purpose of advising
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the National Library Authority on all matters arising under this Act and referred to

it.

Membership

The National Library Committee shall consist of :

(i) The Minister (Ex-officio Chairman);

(ii) The National Librarian (Ex-officio Secretary);

(iii) Secretary of the Union Ministry of Education or his Deputy;

(iv) The Secretary of the Union Ministry of Finance or his Deputy;

(v) The Secretary of the Ministry of External Affairs or his Deputy;

(vi) One person elected by each of the Houses of the Parliament, from

among its members;

(vii) One person nominated by the Executive of the University of Delhi

and of the Jawaharlal Nehru University respectively.

(viii) One person appointed by the Executive of a Library Association of

National status approved by the Minister for this purpose; and

(ix) One person of the library profession in the country, nominated by

the Minister.

1.2.6.3   State Library Committee

  "There shall be State Library Committee for the purpose of advising the

State Library Authority on all matters arising under this Act.

1.2.6.3.1 Membership : The State Library Committee shall consist of:

 (a) The Minister, the ex-officio Chairman;

 (b) The Minister in charge, of Local Self-government or his deputy;

 (c) The State Librarian, the ex-officio Secretary;

 (d) The Secretary for Education;

 (e) The Director of Education;

 (f) Two persons elected by the State Legislative Assembly;

 (g) One person elected by the State Legislative Council, if it exists;

 (h) One person, appointed by the Executive of each of the Universities

in the State;

 (i) One person elected respectively by the members of each of two of

the City Library Authorities, by rotation;

 (j) One person elected respectively by the members of each of three of

the District Library Authorities, by rotation;

 Note : In a State with more than 20 districts, the number of District Library

Authorities to elect a representative, by rotation, may be increased

to four.

 (k) Three persons appointed by the Executive of the Library Association

of the State approved by the Minister for this purpose; and

 (l) Three library experts with special knowledge of Library Science and

Service appointed by the Ministe
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1.2.6.4 Local Library Committees

Even Local Library Authority shall constitute the following

committees by election from among its members, namely:

(i) The Executive Committee;

(ii) The Finance Committee; and

(iii) The Book Selection Committee.

A Local Library Authority may constitute committees for such other

purposes as it deems fit.

"The Chairman of the Local Library Authority shall ex-officio be a member

and Chairman of the Executive Committee, the Finance Committee, and the Book

Selection Committee.

The Executive Committee, shall be responsible for the executive functions

of the Local Library Authority.

The Finance Committee shall scrutinise proposals for increase of revenue,

examine the receipts and expenditure statements, consider all new propositions

affecting finance and shall generally supervise the revenue and expenditure of

the Local Library Authority.

1.2.6.4.1 Advisory Library Committees

For the purpose of advising on local requirements relating to library

service of each Branch Library and each Service Station in a village served by

travelling library service, and Advisory Committee shall be constituted.

1.2.6.4.2 Branch Library Committee

Every Branch Library Committee shall consist of:

The Branch Librarian who shall ex-officio be the Chairman and

Convener of the Committee;

One person representing the area which the Branch Library serves, on the

Municipal Council or other municipal body or the Panchayat having jurisdiction

over that area, elected by the body concerned, as the case may be; Three teachers

of educational institutions, in the area in which the Branch Library is located,

nominated by the Chief Librarian of the City or the Chief Librarian of the District,

as the case may be; and

Three persons from among the registered borrowers of the Branch Library

nominated by the Chief Librarian of the City or the Chief Librarian of the District,

as the case may be.

1.2.6.4.3 Village Library Committee

Every Village Committee shall consist of :

The Travelling Librarian visiting the Service Station in the village
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who shall ex-officio be the Chairman and Convener of the Committee;

Two teachers of educational institutions in the area served by the Service Station,

nominated by the Chief Librarian of the District; and

Two persons from among the registered borrowers in the area served by

the Service Station, nominated by the Chief Librarian of the district.

1.2.6.5.4 University Library Committee

University Grants Commission has recommended Constitution of

library committee in colleges and universities.

"All the university libraries have the library committees. Composition

of University Library Committees vary from library-to-library. "In some, all

the heads of  departments are its members while in others only Vice-

Chancellor's nominees are its members. Other members may include Deans,

College Principals,  College Teachers and Registrar etc." (Sehgal, P.C.,

Financial Management of University Libraries in India, Patiala : 21st Century

Publications, 2004, pp. 117-118).

1.2.6.6 College Library Committee

The formation of the college library committee should be as under:

(1) Principal Chairman

(2) Librarian Secretary

(3) Bursur

(4) Heads of all the departments of college.

(5) President of student association.

1.2.6.7 School Library Committee

In schools Head Master or Principal is the Chairman of library

committee as in colleges and Librarian is the ex-officio Secretary of the committee.

Some teachers in the school are its other members.

1.2.6.8 Special Library Committee.

Committee of special library depends on parent organization. Its

constitution, membership and functions also vary from organisation-to-

organisation. Head of the organization is usually its Chairman.

Thus, in India, constitution of library committees varies in different types

of libraries. In Public Library Acts, its constitution is specified. In university

libraries, in some cases, constitution and functions of library committees are

given. Usually in colleges and many schools also, library committees are

constituted for advisory purpose and functioning of the library. However, in special

libraries, position varies from place to place. In most of the cases, they are

recommendary committees.

Functions of Library Committee

Functions of library committee vary from place to place. By and large,
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following functions may be performed by a library committee :

1.   Policy Formation : There is a need for policy formation regarding role

of libraries and its various functions. Library committee discusses library

policy and recommends them to library authority.

2.  Planning : Library committee prepares goals and objectives for the

library. Planning is a primary functions and helps in focusing goals

and developing plans, evaluating and selecting course of action.

Library committee prepares plans for consideration by library

authority.

3.  Finance : Finance is fuel for performing any activity in organization.

Library is a spending institution for providing services to users. It

needs finance continuously. Library committee estimates funds,

required for library and also for its future development. After

considering financial estimates, it recommends it for the final approval

of library authority. It also makes allocation of funds to different Heads/

Subject/Activities.

4.   Library Rules : For running a library, rules and regulations are framed.

A library committee may not frame such rules. It considers these rules

and regulations and recommends them to library authority for effective

and efficient running of the library.

5.   Collection Development : Every library has to decide about collection

development for its users. Library committee helps the library by taking

decisions in areas of specilization, allocation of funds, etc.

6.   Services : What services a library has to render and which extension

services such as mobile l ibrary, community centre, are to be

provided, are first considered by the library committee. It looks into

various aspects and needs of the user community and funds

available for them. It makes recommendations to library authority

on this point.

7.   Annual Report : Library committee considers annual report prepared

by Librarian and recommends it for approval to library authority.

8.  Evaluation and Feedback : From time to time, library committee

evaluates library functioning and services. It gets feedback from users.

Accordingly it suggests measures to make library more efficient and

effective.

9.  Raising Library Funds : Library always face problems of resources.

They are not getting needed funds for their deve1opment. Library

committees in many countries such as America are helping libraries,

in raising resources from other sources. They help in making library

friends and donor groups for libraries.

10. Stock Verification : In some libraries, committees get stock verification
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done.

11. Modernisation of Libraries : Many committees are helping libraries

in modernisation of libraries. They are recommending to authorities for

computerisation of libraries.

12.Cooperation and Networking : Cooperation and networking are

becoming common in many organisations including libraries. Libraries

are forming cooperative groups and coming into network. to provide

access to reading materials. Library committees help libraries in

considering various cooperative plans. They send their

recommendations to library authority for approval.

1.2.7 Library Authority, Library Committee and Librarian

The person or the body which have powers to do any work or development

in the libraries is called authority. Committee is constituted of one person or

more than one person too. It supervises the work of the library and gives advise

from time to time to improve the services of the library. For example, in book

selection, these committees consider recommendations of the users. Similarly,

in public libraries, these committees formulate new policies to collect more money

from library sources, so that user needs may be fulfilled. Library committee is

well-wisher of the public. So, some nominees should be from the public on them.

Librarian links the library authority as well as library committee. He/she tries to

implement the policies made by them.

Library authority, library committee and librarian all the three work as a

team. Library authority has powers, committee helps in making policies, planning,

budgeting, evaluating work etc. whereas librarian does their implementation and

Works accordingly.

1.2.8 Library Structure

Libraries are organised on following patterns:

1. Function

2. Service

3. Process

4. Subject

5. Language

6. Material/Format

7. Area

8. Process

1 Function

Structure of library is based on functions of a library, such as :

1. Acquisition

2. Processing

3. Circulation

4. Reference
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5. Maintenance

Depending upon size and number of employees, division of work in

Sections/Departments is based on these main functions of a library.

2 Service

Library performs two major services-behind the scene and user services.

Grouping of Work is done as under:

1. Technical services

2. User services

Many small and medium size libraries are structured on this basis.

3 Process

Process is not a function but a series of activities that result in an output

to customer e.g. process of getting books prepared for users in a library. But mostly

such division is prevalent in engineering industries, where process is very

important for better production and competition.

4 Format

Libraries are having different formats of reading material. Specialised

formats, such as audio-visuals, electronics, periodicals, etc. present special

problems in their procurement, organisation processing and retrieval. So, format

based organisation may handle them in a better way.

5 Subject

Some of the libraries are structured on the basis of major subjects, e.g.

1. Humanities

2. Social Sciences

3.  Sciences

All activities from acquisition of material to serving users are based on

these lines.

6 Language

       Some of the libraries are also structured on the basis of languages, such as

1. English

2. Hindi

3.    Persian etc.

All services and activities are based on languages. A library structured

according to the language mostly gives preference to its regional language.

7 Area

Some libraries specialize on the basis of countries, areas such as: National

Library: African studies, South Asian studies. This structure also depicts area

division and specialisation.

8 Territory

Libraries also have structure based on territory like industries. Public

libraries have branch libraries, book centres and mobile libraries to cater to the
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needs of different localities which are away from main library. Some university

libraries have study centres or libraries located in departments and schools. So

may be the case with some special libraries.

9 Hierarchy

The structure of an organisation also shows hierarchy a channel through

which authority flows from top to bottom, or from Librarian lower person in the

rung. It also shows reporting pattern that is who is immediate boss of whom or

supervisor or superior and subordinate relationship. It is based on the scalar

principle of management also shows line and staff positions. Line positions are

responsible for objectives or an organisation while staff positions are supporting

positions of line position. In large libraries line positions coordinate work of staff.

 1.2.9 Summary

Many large libraries are not structured according to a single method. Some

of its departments may be based on functions, others on process, yet some

according to type of format. And every method has its advantages and

disadvantages.

1.2.10 Further Readings

1. Navalani, Kishni, Library management in the changing scenario : Concepts,

operations of practices;  Patiala : Madan Publication, 2006.

2. Evans, G. Edward, Management Techniques for Librarians, 2nd ed.

York: Academic Press, 1983.

3. Stueart, Robert D. and Moran, BarbaraB, Library Management, 6th ed.

Littleton: Libraries Unlimited, 2004.

4. Mittal, R. L. Library Administration: Theory and Practice,5th rev. ed., Delhi :

Metropolitan, 1984.

5. Krishan Kumar Library Administration and Management New Delhi Vikas,

Reprint 2009.

1.2.11 Self Check Questions:
1. What are types of library authority?

2. Functions of library committee.

3. Define kinds of library committee.

Answers to Self Check Questions :
1. see p. 31
2. see p. 39
3. see p. 38
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1.3.0 Objectives

After studying this lesson you will be able to:

(i)    Define Library Finance;

(ii)   Understand Sources of Finance;

(iii)  Know Control Systems and;

(iv)   Learn Cost-Benefit;

1.3.1 INTRODUCTION

Finance deals with the management of monetary resources In a business.

It includes activities concerned with banking, insurance, leasing, raising,

capitals, arranging loans and overdrafts, payments of dividend, taxation, etc.,

Fiancial management is the crying need of social institutions like libraries.

Financial management of libraries is planning of them in money terms to harness

funds for optimum performance so as to make available documents and

information services to the community. In other words, they have to run as

business enterprises.

32
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1.3.2 DEFINITION

Financial management is "that area of management that is concerned

with planning, administration and control of resources in the accomplishment

of organizational objectives". (Dictionary of administration and management

: authoritive Comprehensive, Los Angles, System Research Institute, 1981, P-

316.)

1.3.3 Characteristics of Library Finance :

1. Library is a social service organization, such as health and education. So

the government/state must continue to accept the major responsibility for

provision and funding the essential maintenance and developmental

requirements of libraries.

2. Libraries are not profit making organizations. Nor they earn revenues. So,

they are to be supported by the society.

3. Libraries are spending bodies, sometimes termed as bottomless pits. There

is always scarcity of funds for them even in developed countries.

4. Running costs of libraries are high in terms of salaries-as they are labour

intensive organizations, and reading materials, prices of which are sky

rocketing.

5. Every one wants information, documents, knowledge, but when it comes

to payment, it is thought that it should be a free service.

6. Libraries are at low priority when it comes to funding them. Cuts first and

funds last.

7. There is lack of proper financial statistics and cost data.

8. Finances/Budgets are not based on per unit cost.

9. Standards for finances are not based on performance, cost, but inputs.

10. Libraries are growing organizations. Hence, their expenditure keeps on

growing.

11. Library expenditure is recuring. Expenditure on reading material and

salaries is to be incurred continuously.

1.3.4 NORMS AND STANDARDS

Standards are the yard sticks against which actuals or expected results

can be measured. Any deviation can be detected in their occurrence.

1.3.4.1 Universities and College Libraries

Standards are prepared by experts/ professionals after careful

consideration.

Various committees and commissions on education and library services,

appointed by the Union/State Governments in India or some statutory

commissions such as Planning commission have suggested standards or norms

for providing funds to libraries. Some Seminars/Professional bodies have also

addressed themselves to this problem. Their recommendations to finance libraries
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are give hereunder.

As soon as India became Independent, the Government of India appointed

University Education Commission in 1948 under the world renowned scholar,

Dr. S. Radhakrishnan as its chairman. The Commission observed the inadequacies

of the financial assistance given to university and college libraries. The

Commission recommended as follows :

1. That universities should spend Rs. 40 per student per annum on

libraries.

2. The percentage of the library expenditure to the total expenditure

of the university should be 6¼ per cent.

Following were the recommendations of the S.R. Ranganathan Committee

appointed by the University Grants Commission :

1. The entire finance of a university or college library should be

provided by the University Grants Commission and the State

Government.

2. The Commission and State Government should determine from time

to time the proportion of their respective grants to a university library.

3. For the time being, the Commission's share may be four-fifths (4/5)

of the total requirement and the share of the State Government may be

the remaining one-fifth(1/5).

4. The library grant to a university or a college should  be determined

according to an agreed per capita formula.

5. For the time being, the formula may be at the rate of Rs. 15 per

student and Rs. 200 Per teacher and research fellow.

Another Education Commission appointed in 1964 by the Government of

India, whose Chairman was Dr. D.S. Kothari, recommended:

As a norm, 6.5 to 10 per cent of the university budget at a university should

be spent each year on a library or about Rs. 25 for each student registered and

Rs. 300 per teacher.

Some state governments also appointed education committees for their

respective states. Some of them also deal with finance of university libraries.

To illustrate, K.N. Raj Committee of Karnataka University appointed in 1980

recommended that: 20 per cent university's total budget should be earmarked to

a university library.

Some documents on National Policy on Library and Information Services

and National Policy on University Libraries also touch this subject.

Adequate financial support for the development of libraries and information

centre was stressed by D.P. Chaattopadhyaya Committee on the National Policy

on Library and. Information Services. The Committee also suggested that Union

as well as state governments should provide for an expenditure of 6 to 10 percent

of their education budgets for their libraries. The Committee further stated that
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all types of libraries including academic libraries be developed for the benefit of the

society.

The Work ing  Group o f  L ibrar ies  and In format ics  o f  P lann ing

Commission (1984 : Seshagiri) recommended 10 to 15 per cent of the

university budget or Rs. 75 per student and Rs. 500 per teacher be spent on

university libraries.

The Planning Commission Working Group of Libraries and Informatics for

Ninth Five Year Plan, 1997-2000 and All India University Association Report on

National Policy on University Libraries recommended that universities should

incur 10 per cent of the budget on libraries.

First University Librarians Seminar (1964) suggested 10 per cent of the

university budget for libraries.

National Seminar on National Policy on University Libraries in India

suggested 20 to 25 per cent of total budget of university should be spent on

university libraries.

Universities hand book 1995 indicated that only 10% of the university

libraries were getting 6 to 10 percent of their respective University budget.

However there is a yawning gap between norms and what the university

libraries are getting actually.

Per Capita

Radhakrishnan Committee had suggested Rs. 40 per student per annum

whereas Ranganathan Committee recommended Rs. 15 per student and Rs.

200 per teacher and research fellow Kothari Commission advised to spend

Rs. 25 per student and Rs. 300 per teacher. But their recommendations are

dated.

Study by Sehgal revealed that per capita expenditure of some of the

university libraries in India varied from Rs. 100 to Rs. 345. (Sehgal, P.C. Financial

management of University libraries in India. Op. Cit. P130).

1.3.4.2 College Libraries

 University Grants Commission organized a Workshop at Khandala

on 5 to  7 March, 1979. It was held to formulate library standards. In it, following

were the recommendations for library finance :

1. Four per cent (4%) of the total budget of the college should be given

to the library.

2. Budget should be fixed for books, journals and binding of reading

material.

3. 20 per cent (20%) of the total budget of the library should be spent

on periodicals. Whereas· 80 per cent (80%) on books, non-book

material and binding purpose.

4. To establish the library in the beginning, it should get more budget
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than usual.

The Association of College and Research Libraries. Division of the American

Library Association recommended a minimum of 5 per cent (5%) of the total

educational and general budget for a college library for a college granting

Bechelor's and Master's degree. (ALA standards for college libraries Chicago :

The Association of College and Research Libraries 1959: P.2)

1.3.4.3 School Libraries

Library is a heart of an institution. School is the place, where

students inculcate habit of reading. It is of utmost importance to render library

services in government schools or in private schools. Lakshmanswami Mudaliar

Commission Report 1952-53, also recommended a good school library as well as

professional qualified staff for it too.

For school libraries, following were the recommendation of Dr. S. R.

Ranganathan :

Annual library fee per pupil - Rs. 2.50

Annual contribution of management per pupil - Rs. 2.50

Annual grant from the government per pupil - Rs. 10.00

Total per pupil - Rs. 15.00

Ranganathan, S.R. Library requirements. In All India Seminar on School.

Libraries (Bangalore March 6-15, 1962). Woring papers edited by S.R  Ranganathan.

Bangalore,Documentation Research and Training Centre, 1962.

New Education Policy 1986 of India also suggested to formulate a state

level agency for school libraries to frame/devise library standards for schools. It

recommended to provide library facilities and the position of the librarian in

every type of educational institution .

According to 6th All India Survey 1993-97: India had total number of 89226

schools, in which only 23, 411 schools had librarians that is 26.33 per cent of

the total. Out of these, only 12,372 had professionally qualified librarians. Schools

libraries were few and those libraries had no funds and facilities.

Public libraries

For public libraries Dr. S.R. Ranganathan recommended 1% of budget

or 6% of education budget. A recent survey conducted by Mr. D.R. Kalia found

that India spent about 70 paise per head on public libraries against a minimum

level of Rs 10 per capita required. There was also a wide disparity in the level

of expenditure on public libraries in the country. On the rock bottom level

lied the state of Bihar with per capita expenditure of 3 paise against Rs. 2.48

in Pondicherry. Punjab, that had one of the highest per capita income in the

country, spent only 12 paise per capita on public libraries. Thus, there was

no relationship between the capacity of a state to spend on public libraries
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and its willingness to do so. (Kalia's Felicitation volume forward P. VI)

Besides these two methods of norms of expenditure for l ibraries

percentage or per capita, there is method of details.

Method of Details :  According to this procedure, every head/item of

expenditure should be taken under consideration while making provision

for library finance. The Expenditure is of two types:

1. Recurring : Expenditure on salaries of the staff, reading material,

postage, stationary, binding, air conditioning, rents and others come

recurring expenditure.

2. Non-recurring : It takes care of building, furniture, equipments,

infrastructure and machines.  A l ibrary spends money from

nonrecurring grants of these heads. This grant is not regular.

In actual practice, financial estimation are based on details of the

expenditure of budget of the last year, as in Line Budget Expenditure is

categorized under :

Recurring,

Non-recurring

Expenditure on salaries of staff reading material, binding, rent etc. which

is of recurring nature annually comes under recurring expenditure.

Capital expenditure for construction of building, purchase of furniture

and equipment building initial/special collection material on a subject etc. which

is not recurring annually, comes under non-recurring expenditure.

Unfortunately in actual practice, they are not being respected in most of

the cases.

1.3.5 SOURCES OF FINANCE

Different types of libraries get finance from different sources. Library is

not an earning organization. Nor it is run for profit purposes. Most of them get

finance, either from the government or from the parent bodies or both.

1.3.5.1 University  Libraries

University libraries are getting grants from different sources such

as state government,Union government, Union territories, endowments, fees and

other sources :

1. UGC Grant : Government established University Grants Commission

(UGC) in 1956 as a statutory organization by an Act of Parliament. It is

a national body for coordination, determination and maintenance of

standards of university education. The UGC serves as a vital link

between the Union and State Governments and the institutions of

higher learning (University Grants Commission. Annual Report 1995-

96, P1) All the university libraries get grant from the ,University Grant

Commission.

In India, 'budget' is divided into two portions'" Plan and Non-Plan.
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The Plan budget provides for growth, diversification and innovation, while

the non-plan takes care of sustenance of the on going system." (University

Grants Commission (India) Committee on UGC Funding of Institutions

of Higher Education (1992-93) (Chairman : Justice K. Punnayya): Report,

New Delhi: UGC, 1993, P21)

The University Grants Commission has classified universities for

the funding purposes as below:

A. Central universities.

B. Institutes deemed to be universities.

C. State universities.

D. Institutions of national importance.

The University Grants Commission has no funds of its own. It

receives  both non-plan and p lan grants  f rom the cent ra l

government, through the Ministry of Human Resource Development,

to carry out the responsibilities assigned to it by law. The UGC Act

empowers the Commission to allocate and disburse full maintenance

and development grants to a l l  central univers i t ies ,  col leges

affiliated to Delhi and Banaras Hindu Universities and some of the

institutions which have been accorded the status of  deemed

university. State universities, colleges, other institutions of higher

education receive support from the plan grants for development

schemes." (Universities Grants Commission, Annual Report, 1995-

96 P2)

"Development grants, including grants for specific schemes, are

prov ided to  e l i g ib le  univers i t i es  in  order  to  fac i l i t a te  the

procurement of such infrastructural facilities as are not normally

available to them from the State Government, or other bodies

supporting them. Assistance is given for faculty posts, academic

buildings, students hostels, equipment, books and journals, staff

quarters and other facilities, designed to promote the quality of

teaching and research as well as foster corporate life. While the

quantum of outlay for general development for each university is

decided at the beginning of the plan period, and is determined on

the basis of the stage of the development of the particular university,

the grants specific schemes are provided on the basis of the proposals

received." (University Grants Commission, Annual Report, 1995-

96. P67)

Thus UGC provides universities the following grants

A. Recurring.

B. Development or non-recurring.
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C. Ad-hoc.

Recurring grants are for central universities and for some deemed

universities.

Developmental and non-recurring grants are given to all types of

universities. They are mostly given on the recommendations of the

UGC's Visiting Committees.

2. University budget : All universities allocate recurring and non-

recurring grants to university libraries to meet expenditure on salaries,

purchase of books and journals and other expenditure.

3. State Government Grants : Each State gives government grants

to its universities for maintenance, building, furniture, reading

material, etc. These are given to libraries through their respective

universities.

4. Endowment and Gifts : Another, source of income is endowment.

Grants from Ford Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation, PL. 480. etc.

have been received by some of the university libraries in India.

In India, private organizations, persons, trusts, Unesco also provide

some grants to university libraries. But they are very limited. In

America, university libraries are raising money from private sources

and library friends. In India, these sources are not common.

5. Library Fees : Earlier, it was thought that library services should be

provided to scholars free. But now-a-days this philosophy is changing.

Fees were very nominal earlier. Now they are increasing. Besides, some

libraries also charge developmental fees from students. Some

universities also charge fees for providing library facilities to non-

members.

6. Overdue Charges: These are charged on books, reading material

not returned in time from users. The amount collected is very meagre.

And in many universities it is income of universities and not of its

library.

7. Other Sources: Some of the libraries provide services like Xerox,

documentation, translation, etc. They charge for such services. It

becomes their income. Besides they also sell old newspapers, etc. but

in some cases, this is regarded not a source of income for the library,

but for the university. Research shows that income from other sources

form a little over 5.5. per cent (Sehgal, P.C. PI05).

1.3.5.2    College Libraries

1. As in case of university libraries, college library also receives grants

from University Grants Commission for development purpose. Colleges

affiliated to Delhi. Banaras Hindu University also get maintenance
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grant from it.

2. Every library either private or government gets its proportion of

budget from college budget/funds. These are recurring and non

recurring grants.

3. State governments also contribute for college libraries in their states

by paying salaries of their staff and for purchasnig the reading

materials.

4. College libraries also get money from amalgamated fund for

purchasing of reading materials.

5. Membership subscription from students and in some cases

development fee which may be known by different names, are other

sources of income for their libraries.

6. Gifts and donations, though not much also are other sources of

income of college libraries.

7. Other sources of income include overdue charges, photocopy

services, sale of used newspapers, magazines etc.

1.3.5.3 School Libraries

Libraries receive grants from their respective schools. State

government and some times Union government also provide grants for school

libraries.

Library fees from students are other sources of income.

They also charge overdue charges.

School libraries are the most neglected one . And there is no financial

agency like the Raja Ram Mohan Roy Foundation or the University Grants

Commission for them.

1.3.5.4 Special Libraries

Special libraries get funds from their parent organizations. The

funds, which they get, are not sufficient in many cases. It would be better for

such type of libraries, if any local body or central body is established to take care

of finance for these libraries.

1.3.5.5 Public Libraries

Public libraries have the following sources of income :

1. Government Grants: Government provides grants for education,

health and other services. On similar lines, government should also

make provision for grants of public library services in the country. In

USA, Federal and State Governments provide grants for library services.

In India, library services come under state list. So, state governments

provide grants to public libraries. In Kerala Library Act, there is a

provision of 1% of education budget for public library services, so is

the case with Goa. Wherever Public Library Act has not been enacted,

state government also makes grants for public library services, as in
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Punjab,

Raja Ram Mohan Roy Library Foundation also provides grants to

public libraries.

2. Library cess : Many Public Libraries Acts in many countries

including India, where l ibrary Acts have been passed, make

provision for library cess. In India, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh,

Kerala, Haryana states, library cess is surcharged on property. In

Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh Public Library Acts, there is a

provision for matching grant from state governments equivalent to

library cess. In Karnatka state, there is a library cess as a surcharge

on many taxes. Library cess is used as book fund. And library staff

gets payment from the state government. In Goa state 50 paise

library cess is surcharged on every litre of foreign wine (whisky).

Besides one per cent of the education budget is given for library

services.

3. Subscription: Unesco and many authorities and committees plead

for free library service. Therefore, they advocate that library subscription

should not be charged from users in public libraries. Still some libraries

charge subscription from their users. In that case, it is a source of

income. Nevertheless fee is a meagre source of income in such libraries.

4. Endowments and Gifts: Many public libraries get grants from some

endowments, private organizations or persons. In U.S., it is a good

source of income. Unfortunately, in India people are not coming for

such donations to libraries though they donate for temples, mosques,

churches, etc. but this temple of learning is hardly thought of, for such

donations.

This source cannot be relied for recurring expenditure. Public

library needs funds regularly. It is a spending body.

5. Other Sources: Other sources of income are: fees, overdue charges

on books returned late, rents and charges on other services. But they

form very meager proportion of library income

Thus, sources of income may be government grants, local taxes,

donation from private foundations gifts and endowments, help from

friends of libraries fees, overdue charges, service charges sale of books

and used newspapers and magaziries, etc . But support from other
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sources or commitment from parent organization vary. Nevertheless

TABLE - 1

Sources of Income

Following Table provides sources of income of different types libraries at a

glance :

1.3.6 BUDGET

Every individual or organization has a budget written or unwritten. It is a

blue print of the projected income and expenditure for a specified period, say, a

month a year, five years.

1. Definition

"A budget is a financial plan to show how much money, person or organization

will earn or how much they will need or be able to spend, according to Cambridge.

Advanced learner's dictionary." (Cambridge : Cambridge University press).

The institute of Cost and Management Accounts of England and Wales

defines budget as a "financial and/or quantitative statement prepared prior to a

defined period of time of the policy to be pursued during that period for the

purpose of obtaining a good objective.

Koontz O'Donnell and Weihrich : "Budgeting is a formulation of plans for

a given future period in numerical terms."

Harry L. Wylie : "Budgets are finished products. They are format programs

of future operations and expected results. Budgets result from forward thinking

& planning......" (Harry L. Wyile)

George R. Terry : "Budget is an estimate of future needs arranged according

to an orderly basis, cover some or all of the activities of an enterprise for a definite

Sources Academic Public Special 

 Libraries Libraries Libraries 

 Government Grants :     

 Union    May be 

 State    May be 

 University Grants Commission    May be 

 or equivalent body     

 Endowments / donations / gift     

 Membership fee/Subscriptions    May be 

 Overdue charges     

 Other services    
 Sale of old newspapers,     
 magazines etc.     
 Libraries cess  - -  
 Reprographic services     
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period of time."

Prof. Landess : "the essence of a budget is a detailed plan of operations for

some specified future period fo1lowed by a system of records, which will serve as

a check upon the plan."

2. Purpose

1. It is a base for financing an organization.

2. It is a financial plan of operations and activation.

3. It spells out ways and means of getting and spending funds.

4. It prioritizes the needs in terms of resource allocation.

5. It is a help in future planning.

6. It is a control device. It spells out items of expenditure. It sets limits

of expenditure on these items.

7. It regulates decision making to conform to budget.

8. It is a plan of forecasting.

9. It measures efficiency.

3. Process/Steps

1. Preparation of a budget request based of future needs with

explanation.

2. Analysis of present library budget. Heads of expenditure, activities,

etc.

3. Discussion on budget document Requirements, changes, finalizing

the proposed document.

4. Presentation of proposed budget.

5. Negotiations and fina1izations with authorities.

6. Passing of budget by authority.

7. Allocation of budget internal.

8. Monitoring of budget expenditure throughout the year.

9. Response to any change.

1.3.6.1 EXPENDITURE

Expenditure may be categorized as under

1. Capital/Non-Recurring Expenditure :

a. Permanent collection of materials.

b. Acquisition of site.

c. Buildings.

d. Equipments.

e. Furniture.

f. Vehicles, etc.

2. Current Recurring Expenditure:

a. Purchase of reading material

b. Salaries of personnel
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Professional.

Semi-Professional.

Supporting staff.

Administrative staff.

c. Binding

d. Running Cost (electricity, gas, transport, etc.)

e. Communications, postage, transport.

f. Maintenance cost.

g. Miscellaneous expenses, etc.

Proportion of expenditure of a university library on major item as suggested

by Dr. Ranganathan is given below

Staff : 50%

Books & other reading material : 40%

Miscellaneous : 10%

Mr. B.M. Headicar recommended the ratio of expenditure for various items

in his 'Account of Library Organization 1941' as under :

Books : 17%

Binding : 6.7%

Newspapers and Periodicals : 4%

Salaries and Wages : 44%

Rent & Loan : 8.2%

Other Expenditure : 20.1%

TOTAL : 100%

Investigation by Sehgal indicates that mean expenditure of university

libraries and its break up on various variables is as follows:

Variable Mean Expenditure    Percentage

Salary : Rs. 10,30,327 : 46.26

Books and Journals: Rs. 10,65,766 : 47.85

Binding : Rs.  19,872 :  0.89

Others : Rs. 1,11,321 :  5.00

Salaries and reading material consumes 94% of the university library budget.

Therefore for proper financial management of libraries data on salaries,

reading material, etc. and their trends should be collected and analysed.

Statistics of prices for different types materials should also be maintained.

Automation can help in making such analysis.

1.3.6.2  BUDGETING TECHNIQUES

 Following are the budgeting techniques or types of budget :

1. Line Budget.

2. Performance Budget.

3. Programme Budget.

4. Planning Programming Budget System. (P.P.B.S.)
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5. Zero Based Budget. (Z.B.B.)

Besides, there are other types of budgets, which are in business concerns

such as Variable Budget, Material budget.

1 Line Budget

Traditional budget is designed under different heads of account.

It is most common budget system. As items of income and expenditure are

given in a vertical line, it is known as line budget. It is an estimate of finance:

What will be probable revenue and expenditure. It usually gives these figures for

three years. Previous/past year, present year and coming year as shown below:

Expenditure 2001-02 2002-03  2003-04

Punjabi University library 17,59,238 19,52,375 23,35,300

Its reliance is on past. Past expenditure is the basis of estimating future

expenditure, with some increment, mostly to meet rising price etc. on that head.

Nowadays, It is in reverse gear in as there is financial crunch. So there is cut of

5% to 10% from the earlier expenditure on many heads/items. It has a way of

growing from the past, it measures inputs but not outputs. It insists on adherence

to budget, as it is a mechanism of control. It is not future or planning oriented. It

is ineffective to implement development schemes and  projects.

2 Performance Budget

Performance Budgeting is a comprehensive operational document

conceived, presented and implemented in terms of programmes, projects and

activities with their financial and physical aspects closely interwoven. (World

Bank. Technical Paper no. 367. Washington DC : 1996).

3 Programme Budget

It is one of the widely publicised tools of planning and control in

governments. It is also called output budgeting as the technique is for measuring

the benefits produced by each activity.

It is "basically a systematic method for allocating the resources of an

enterprise in ways that will most effectively help the enterprise to meet its goals.

By emphasizing goals and programs to meet them, it overcomes the ordinary

weakness of all  kinds of budget." (Weihrich, Heinz and Koontz Harold,

Management : global perspective 10th ed New York: McGraw Hill 1994, P615.)

4 Planning Programming Budgeting System (PPBS)

Modern age is of planning and programming. To meet this need, Planning

Programming Budgets System (PPBS) was devised. It is also known as milestone

or 'milepost' budgeting. It breaks down a project into a number of events. Projects

are further divided into sub-projects. For example, goal of a library may be

automation of the library. Library automation becomes a project. It may be further

subdivided into automation of acquisition of reading materials, processing of

material, maintenance and retrieval of reading material, etc. Target is fixed to

complete them in a time sequence. Next step is to compute critical path, that is,

sequence of events or how long it will take to accomplish an event say four weeks.
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It helps close monitoring on control.

5 Zero Based Budgeting (ZBB)

It is a system of budgeting, where justification is required to be given for

each budgeted expenditure in relation to the performance to be achieved without

referring to previously budgeted figures or pre-existing plans or achievements.

Thus, all proposals have to be revaluated to decide whether they should be dropped

or funded at lesser cost or similar or increased cost.

1.3.7 CONTROL SYSTEM

          They are desirable tools for efficiently getting things done. Some of these are :

1.  Procedures

2.  Accounting

3.  Auditing

1 Procedure

They are management tools. Every government, organization, private

concern lay down some procedures. They are guidelines that make control,

particularly of finance, more effective. They specify handing of procurement of

materials, bill checking, system of payment etc.

To be properly useful they require:

1.    Knowledge of procedures to be made available to the concerned persons

in the form of' either manual, guidelines or some other form.

2.   Information and guidance to manpower regarding them i.e. why they

are necessary, their purpose and how they are designed and followed.

3.  A machinery to ensure - that people understand then and follow

them.

They are necessary evils. The cost of procedures in paper handling, creating

of bottle necks in planning and programme, inflexibility, delay and lack of

responsiveness to change, sometimes overweigh their advantages. Hence, they should

be minimised, hurdles removed and made responsive to change and planning.

Obsolete procedures should be done away with. And the system should be updated.

Reviewing and policing should be done if they are doing the job(s) intended. But

libraries have to follow, usually, procedures of government and parent body.

2 Accounting

"Activities performed by accountants with regard to business transactions

are referred to as accounting. Accounting functions are concerned with recording

all types of transactions including revenue and expenditure, sales, purchases,

calculation of wages and salaries, making payments and preparing profit and loss

accounts and balance sheets, etc. Besides these book-keeping functions, other

functions are : planning and control activities relating to budgetary control; cash

flow analysis, periodical preparation of operating statements and control reports."

(Daya Narain : Management terms and concepts. New Delhi Vikas 1997 P.2).

Accounting is controlling system of financial management. it serves as a
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watch dog always alert and checking unauthorised or wasteful expenditure. It also

assures that norms and proper procedures are followed.

Libraries receive public funds. Hence they have to send each and every

bill/voucher/ invoice/financial transaction to accounts section for checking and

recording. They have, to follow financial procedures of their parent body/

government. They also keep record for maintaining accounts, such as :

Allocation of funds to different subjects.

Bill Register.

3. Audit

Auditing has been found as one of effective f inancial controlling

mechanism. It is a regular and independent appraisal of accounts.

Audit means 'A systematic analysis, appraisal, testing, and verifying the

legality, fidelity, efficiency, or feasibility of proposed or completed procedures,

operations, transactions, expenditures, and other official books and records

thereof, in private and public sector organizations.' (Dictionary of administration

and management authoritative comprehensive. Los' Angeles : System Research

Institute, 1981 P.151).

There are two types of auditing :

1. Internal

2. External

Internal Audit

In this, each bill/voucher/invoice is checked by auditors, who are in the

organization before passing a bill for payment. So responsibility for following

proper procedures and rules in financial matters is shared by auditors also.

External Audit

In this system external auditors annually come and audit accounts. It is

sample auditing, mostly. External auditing is done by professionals/chartered

accountants. They inspect accounts and records at the end of financial year and

point out irregularities and raise objections. After removing them, they certify

that accounts have been audited.

Libraries follow practices of government of state/centre. In some libraries

there is external audit system as in Punjabi University Library. While in some

libraries there is external audit system as in Rajasthan University Library.

1.3.8 RECORDS

To control and monitor regularly books and periodicals budget, it is

necessary to keep an account of payment. Following are records needed and

kept in many libraries.

1. Allocation Register

2. Bill Movement Register

3. Advance Payment Register

4. Library Security Register
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5. Register of Payment made through money-order/cheque.

6. Foreign Bills Register.

7. Library deposit/receipt register.

8. Cash Register.

Library can maintain other types of registers too, according to the policy

of parent organization for accounting.

1.3.9 SUMMARY

Financial management is concerned with planning, administration and control

of financial resources. Various committee, commissions and experts have been

recommending norms and standards for providing finances to different types of libraries

from time to time. Studies have shown that these norms have not been respected.

There are different sources of finance for different types of libraries. Major

source of finance is grant-either by the government(s) or some of its funding

agency and parent organisation. Library cess is also a source of income for some

public libraries. Library fees, over due charges endowments and gifts, service

charges, sale of old material also are other source of income.

Budget is a financial plan. There also many types of budgets.

Financial control system includes procedures, accounts and audit.

1.3.10 Further Readings

1.       Navalani, Kishni, Library management in the changing scenario : Concepts,

operations of practices; Patiala : Madan Publication, 2006, 628p.

2.       Krishan Kumar Library administration and management. New Delhi : Vikas,

Reprint 2009.

3.      Mittal, R. L. Library administration : theory and practice. 5th rev.ed. Delhi :

Metropolitan, 1984.

4.    Ranganathan, S.R. Library administration 2nd ed. Bangalore : Sarda

Ranganathan Endowment for Library Science, 1995.

5.      Sehgal P. C. Financial management of university libraries in India Paitala

21st Century Publication, 2004.

6.      Koontz, Harold and Weihrich, H : Essentials of Management. Ed8. 2010.

1.3.11 Self Check Questions

1. Define Finanacial control system.

2. Give f inancial norms for university l ibraries as recommended by

Radhakrishnan Commission.

3. Define types of budget or budgeting techniques.

4. What are sources of funds for academic libraries in India ?

Answers to Self-Check Exercises

1. See Heading : Control system p-57

2. See Heading : Norms and Standards



3. See Heading : Budget p-56

4. See Heading : Table 1. Source of Income.
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1.4.0 Objectives

• To understand the concept and functions.

• To know process of staffing, recruitment selection, placement and

induction.

• To have knowledge of training and development.

• To discuss importance and ways of performance appraisal.

• To describe classification of library personnel.

• To work out number of staff required in a library.

• To appreciate use of staff manual.

• To have an idea of outsourcing.

1.4.1  Introduction

Management is concerned with attainment of goals through getting work done

by people using limited of resources. People or manpower or personnel or human



resource is an essential or one of the key factor in government or any

organisation."Getting and keeping good people is critical to the success of every

organisation, whether profit or non profit, public or private".

1.4.2 Definition

"Manpower" or "human resource" may be thought of as "the total-knowledge,

skills, creative abilities, talents and aptitudes of an organisation's work force, as

well as the values, attitudes and benefits of an individual involved.... It is the

sum total of inherent abilities, acquired knowledge and skills represented by

the talents and aptitudes of the employed persons". Megginson, Leon C. Personal

and human resource Administration; 1977. p. 4.

And "Human Resource management is a process consisting of the

acquisition, development, motivation, and maintenance of human resources".

(DeCenzo, David A. and Robbins, Stephen P. Personnel/Human resource

management, New Delhi: Prentice Hall of India. 1996. p. 16) .

Earlier, it was known as personnel or manpower management. "Personnel

management is concerned with the obtaining and maintaining of a satisfactory

and a satisfied work force" (George R. Terry).

"Personnel Managements an extension of general management that of

prompting and stimulating every employee to make his fullest contribution to

the purpose of the business". (C.H. Northcott).

"Personnel Management is that aspect of management having as its goal

the effective utilisation of the labour resources of an organisation" (Paul G.

Hastings) .

"No library can render effective service without adequate and competent

personnel. The library's unique function of serving as the one unbiased, non-

partisan bureau of information for the people, calls for personnel of the highest

competence and integrity". (Mittal, R.L. Library administration: theory and practice.

Delhi: Metropolital Book Co. Ltd., 1973. p.p. 106-07).

1.4.3 Need of Human Resource Management :

Human resource is one of the most essential resources of any organization,

more so of the library, a service organization. The success of such an organization

depends upon the dynamic, dedicated, skilled and committed personnel to

provide effective, efficient and user satisfactory services, Managing human

resource is a key, challenging in this fast changing world.This is needed in a

library due to following reasons :-

1. For providing user services.

2. For inculcating right attitude towards users and work, never forgetting

that a library is for users and they are there to serve them by adapting to

changing and user needs.

3. For growth and development of a library.

4. For proper planning and achieving goals of the library for carrying out

51
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work of collection development.

5. For processing of reading materials.

6. For doing work with optimum capacity and greater responsibility.

7. For maintaining high morale of staff by improving their quality of work

life.

8. For better training and developing manpower to be more efficient and effective.

9. For keeping manpower satisfied, internally and externally.

10. For meeting the increasing expectations of workforce as they want

meaningful jobs, opportunities for career advancement and promotions, and

participation or impowerment.

11. For adjusting and adapting to jobs and constantly changing scenario due to

information technology, which is restructuring jobs and changing

organizational patterns.

1.4.4 Staffing

Staffing is an important function of management. It is a process of matching

the jobs with individual i.e. right person at the right job. For performing all the

organisational activities, it is essential to know the manpower requirements at

different levels in a library. Manpower planning, recruitment, selection, training

and development and appraisal are the necessary steps of staffing.

Staffing is a continuous process of an organisation. It involves proper and

effective selection, training and development of personnel and their appraisal to

fill the positions and roles designed into the structure of an organisation. Thus,

its main functions are as follows:

1.4.5 Recruitment

"Recruitment is the process of searching for prospective employees and

stimulating and encouraging them to apply for jobs in the organisation." (Edwin

B. Flippo. Principles of Personnel Management, New York: McGraw Hill, 1982. p.

122).

"Recruitment is the development and maintenance of adequate manpower

resources. It involves creation of a pool of available labour upon whom the

organisation can draw when it needs additional employees". (Dale S. Beach).

"Recruitment forms the first stage in the process which continues with

selection and ceases with the placement of the candidate" (Kempher, T. Ed.

Handbook of management. London : Weidenfield and Nicolson. 1971 p. 310.)

To attract and get appropriate personnel and to retain efficient, intelligent

and capable manpower for library and information services appropriate grades,

salary, dearness allowance and working conditions should be provided.

Generally, recruitment procedure has three phases as under:

(i) Human Resource Planning.

(ii) Selection of the candidate

(iii) Induction
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1.4.5.1 Human Resource Planning

While doing it, following aspects should be considered:

1. First of all need for manpower is ascertained. Necessary sanction is sought

from authorities. Positions are created. Their grades, qualifications, experience,

etc. and number are decided. Authority should also know the number of staff

working in the organization, the number of persons needed for recruitment, and

posts lying vacant before beginning of every new financial year. Posts (which are

to be filled in) should be got sanctioned, so that assigned budget for these new

posts is available.

In some organisations, 50 per cent posts are lying vacant, rather these

posts are shown in financial budget every year. But new recruitment for these

posts is not done. As a result, library services suffer with the less staff and

obviously, its image is also adversely affected.

2. To recruit persons for the new posts, applications should be called from

the candidates as per policy and procedure of government/parent body. This can

also be done through employment offices, advertisement in newspapers,

professional newsletters, television, recruitment straight from universities/

colleges/ departments/ schools, writing to them, calling in persons, internal

advertisement, and/ or through consultants.

1.4.6 Selection

Selection refers to the negative practice of eliminating from among all the

candidates considered for possible employment, those who appear unpromising.

It involves making a decision as to which of a number of candidates for positions

are to be given an opportunity to work. (Dale Yoder).

In selection process, relevant information about the candidates is collected

and made use of it in many stages. The aim of this process is to choose qualified

and experienced person(s) for the job(s) as per need. Applications of candidates

are screened, so that suitable applicants come under the process of selection.

While others are eliminated.

Selection Policy

While formulating a selection policy, it is essential to concentrate

organisational requirements as well as technical and professional dimensions

of the procedure.

If examination is necessary for selecting candidates, following points

should be taken care of:

1. Basic criteria for the written examination.

2. Type of examination (aptitude test should also be taken).

3. Criteria of evaluation

4. Preparing question paper(s) and evaluating answer books/ sheets.

5. Selecting/deciding date of the interview by selection committee.
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6. Conducting interview of the candidates and preparing the list of the

selected candidates.

7. Who will conduct the examination?

To select library personnel, policy should be formed. For it, committees

are constituted. In government, universities, colleges and many academic,

research and business organisations, there are some set rules and regulations

for selection of candidates. Libraries form part of such bodies. Therefore, they

have to follow these rules, regulations, procedures and practices of their parent

bodies.

In government colleges and public libraries, state governments select

librarian(s) through their commissions e.g. in Punjab, Punjab Public Service

Commission. These agencies also select the librarians in district libraries.

Date of interview is fixed. Committee persons, who have to interview the

candidates, are approached for finalising the date of interview. Candidates are

informed about interview date and asked to appear before the committee/board/

person on the appointed date and time.

For selection of library professionals in university and college libraries in

India, National Education Test (NET) or State Level Education Test (SLET) is

compulsory to pass as per decision by the University Grants Commission (UGC).

A candidate, who has passed NET is eligible to apply throughout the country,

whereas candidate having SLET is eligible to apply within the state, from where

he/she has qualified the examination.

After receiving applications, they are analysed and a list of eligible

candidates is prepared. A committee is usually formed for this purpose to make

the procedure objective and unbiased. If the number of eligible candidates is

higher than the number of candidates to be called for interview, further criteria

is fixed to eliminate candidates. It is called short listing. And a list of candidates

who are asked to appear for interview is finalised.

Thus, the selection committees are constituted according to rules and

regulations by governments both of the Union as well as state, or organisations.

1.4.7 Placement

Selected candidates get the appointment letter from the office of their

employer. After getting necessary formalities like medical check up, police

verification etc. done, they join the organisation.

1.4.8 Induction

Introducing the new recruited persons to their jobs, their co-workers and

main objectives and policies of the organization/ library is called induction.

Purpose of this induction is to make the new employee comfortable to the

enviroriment, co-workers and job of the library. Its aim is to provide information

and knowledge about organisation and its:

1. Vision, mission, objectivities, role etc.
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2. Services and work.

3. Previous achievements.

4. Future plans and modernisation of its working, if any.

5. Relationswith other local, regional, national organisations and

libraries.

6. Published-material on the library, regarding procedures, rules,

regulation etc.

1.4.9 Training

Every library differs in its working. So training of manpower is needed.

The term 'training' is used "to indicate only process, by which the aptitude, skills

and abilities of the employees to perform specific jobs are increased". (Jucius).

"Training is organised procedure by which people learn knowledge and

skill for definite purpose". (Dale S. Beach).

"Training is a process of learning a sequence of programmed behaviour. It

is application of knowledge. It gives people an awareness of the rules and

regulations to guide their behaviour. It attempts to improve their performance on

the current job or prepare them for an intended job". (Mamoria, C.B. Personnel

management. Bombay: Himalaya Publishing House, 1997. p. 307).

Training of  any kind should have as its objective redirection or

improvement of behaviour so that the performance of the trainee becomes more

useful and productive for him/herself and for the organisation of which he/she

is a part

Training normally concentrates on the improvement of either operative

skills (the basic skills related to the successful completion of a task), interpersonal

skills (how to relatie satisfactorily to others), decision making skills (how to arrive

at the most satisfactory course of action), or a combination of them. (Harris, O.

Jeff. Managing people at work: concepts and cases in interpersonal behaviour. New

York: John Wiley & Sons 1976, p. 420).

1.4.9.1  Need for Training

  To impart training to the employees an organisation has many reasons.

In libraries, training is a must to improve the quality of the services provided by

them. It is essential in present scenario to combat with the new technologies,

which are helpful in every type of work. Only trained persons can fulfill the Five

Laws of Ranganathan the basics of the library services.

Training helps in better performance of the personnel. It also improves the

quality of the services, a Library is providing. It also helps to improve the internal

atmosphere of the library.

1.4.9.2   Importance of Training

  "Management development programmes seem to give participants a wider

awareness, an enlarged skill, and enlightened altruistic philosophy, and make
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enhanced personal growth possible" of the employees. (Wiener, E.L. and Attwood,

D.A. Training for vigilance, combined cueing and knowledge of results.

Journal of applied psychology. 52 (8). 1968 pp. 474-479).

Training is a practical necessity to run the library effectively and efficiently.

A trained person can recognise the problems of users, they face and work

accordingly. "Training is the corner stone of sound management, for it makes

employees more effective and productive. It is actively and intimately connected

with all the personnel of managerial activities. It is an integral part of the whole

management programme, with all its many activities functionally inter-related".

(Scott, Clothier and Spriegel, Personnel management. 1961. p. 285).

1.4.9.3   Responsibility of Training

  'Training is required', by four groups, who are responsible for training

programme:

1. The top management, by whom training policy is framed.

2. The personnel department who works for planning, establishment

and Evaluation of instructional programmes.

3. Supervisors who work for implementation and applications of

training procedures.

4. Employees that give feedback, revision and suggestions for

betterment of the organisation.

Different experiments, surveys and studies prove that every organisation

has different groups, who determine the training programme.

"In a survey of 150 firms, it was found that the training needs of an

organisation were determined generally by request from the top management."

(Mahler, Walter R. and Willys, H. Monroe, How industry determines need for and

effectiveness of training. 1952 pp. 24-28.)

1.4.9.4  Training for different employees

  Employees at different levels, need training. As we know, usually, there

are three types of staff in a library as under:

(1) Professional

(2) Semi-professional

(3) Supporting staff

Semi-professional staff in a library may get the training from the immediate

superior as also from outside experts to do the assigned work more effectively

and efficiently. Supporting staff also need training in their particular fields.

1.4.9.5  Discovering Training Needs

  William Berliner and William MeLarney found that discovering training

needs involve five tasks:

(a) Task Description Analysis

1. List the duties and responsibilities or tasks of the job under

consideration, using the Job Description as a guide.
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2. List the standards of work performance on the job.

(b) Determining Training Needs.

3. Compare actual performance against the standards.

4. Determine what parts of the job are giving the employee troub1e-

where is he/she falling down in his performance?

5. Determine what kind of training is needed to overcome the specific

difficulty or difficulties". (Berliner, W. and Mclarney, W. Management

practice and training. Illinois: Richard D., Irwin, Homewood, 1974. pp.

438-439.

1.4.10   Development

"Development covers not only those activities which improve job

performance, but also those which bring about growth of the personality; help

individuals in the progress towards maturity, and actualisation of their potential

capacities so that they become not only good employees, but better men and

women. In organisational terms, it is intended to equip persons to earn promotion

and hold greater responsibility." (Mamoria, C.B. Personnel management. Bombay:

Himalaya Publishing House. 1997. pp. 306.07).

"Development is a long- term educational process utilising a systematic

and organised procedure by which managerial personnel learn conceptual and

theoretical knowledge for general purpose". (Steinmetz, Lawrence L. Age:

unrecognised engima of executive development. Management of personnel.

quarterly, VIII (e). 1969).

Life is ever changing Computerisation and networking has changed the

entire system of services and nature of work especially in libraries. Society has

also changed.

Library is an organisation, which provides services to its users. It depends

on its employees/staff. To keep the knowledge up-to-date, it is necessary for the

library staff to get training from time to time and develop themselves. In other

words, an organisation's progress depends on human resource development.

Professional' staff such as Director, Chief librarian, Librarian, Deputy

librarian are given training from time to time, while on job. Many organistions

are arranging workshops, seminars, orientation courses etc. e.g. (I LA) Indian

Library Association, Documentation Research and Training Centre, (DRTC),

NASCAIR. For senior professionals, orientation courses and refresher courses

are also compulsory to attend in many organisations. These courses are run by

University. Grants Commission, professional associations, universities and other

organisations. In such courses, the professional staff update their knowledge.

They share their experiences, problems they face and get the solutions too from

their colleagues and the experts By attending these courses, they can improve

the system of their library.

Human resource development especially in computer and information

technology and its application and information system management is necessary.
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Therefore, professional staff of library should get the study Leave / duty leave to

attend the conferences, seminars and workshops. Many organisations provide

such facilities.

1.4.11  Performance Appraisal

"Performance appraisal is a process of evaluating an employee's

performance of a job in terms of its requirements." (Scott, W.D. Clothier R.C. and

Spriegel, W.R. Personnel management, p. 160).

According to Heigel, "it is the process of evaluating the performance and

qualifications of the employee in terms of the requirements of the job for which

he is employed, for purpose of administration including placement, selection for

promotions, providing financial rewards and other actions which require

differential treatment among the members of a group as distinguished from actions

affecting all members equally." (Heigal, C. The Encyclopedia of management. New

York: Reinhold Publishing Corporation Ltd. 1973. p. 654).

Appraisal techniques for employees were first time used during the First World

War by Walter Dill Scott, U. S. Army, who adopted the "Man to Man" rating system for

the evaluation of military personnel. During 1920-30 in industrial units, relational

wage structure for hourly paid workers were adopted. Later on, it was accepted as

merit rating by giving grade and wage increments on the basis of merit. In mid

fifties, most of these plans were of the rating- scale type, where stress was given to

factors, degrees and points. However, in early fifties, attention was given to the

performance appraisal of technical, professional and managerial personnel.

Performance appraisal is a continuous scale of evaluating an employee's

ability to work and weakness. Every employee has different abilities. So, it is

essential to evaluate his/ her abilities.

In library too, every employee should be evaluated continuously. Persons

doing their work perfectly, should also be rewarded from time to time. Persons

who are not able to do the work required from them, need to pay attention and

improve their work. According to Roland Benjamin, "Performance appraisal

determines who shall receive merit increases; counsels employees on their

improvement; determines training needs; determines promoability, and identifies

those who should be transferred. Moreover, it improves employees' job

performance; encourages employees to express their views or to seek clarification

on job duties; broadens their outlook, capacity and potential; promotes a more

effective utilization of manpower and improves placement; facilitates selection,

reward and promotion of the best qualified employee; prevents grievances and

increases the analytical abilities of supervisors." Library should also have the

'written performance appraisal' system like other organisations. But they have to

follow, usually procedures laid down by the government or the parent body, of

which they are parts. In Indian libraries, immediate supervisor / boss do appraisal

of the employees, annually. It is known as Annual Confidential Report (ACR). Most
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of the organisations have prepared a proforma and explain rating system in it also.

Some organisations ask the employee to do self-assessment which is followed by

report of the supervisor.

1.4.11.1  Methods of Appraisal

    Appraisal of the personnel can be done by adopting following ways:

1. Rating scales

a. Personal traits and behaviour scale.

b. Job dimension scale

c. Analytical performance rating.

2. Management by objectives (M.B.O)

3. Interpersonal comparison

a. Ranking

b. Forced distribution

4. Checklist

5. Nomination

6. Work sample test

7. Self-appraisal

8. Peer comparison/group appraisal

9. Result oriented performance appraisal system

10. Annual confidential reports.

1.4.11.2  Advantages of performance Evaluation

1.     It makes the basis for rewarding the personnel who work effectively and

   efficiently.

2.    Authority comes to know the capability and efforts of its employees.

3.    Personnel get the feed back for their work, which motivate them.

4.    By doing it, authority can know about the needs of the management and

  personnel training programmes.

1.4.11.3  Limitations

1.     No method of appraisal is perfect.

2.     Appraisal is almost always subjectively done. Objectivity lacks in it.

3.     Persons who appraise the employee, are always different. Their personal

    relations may affect the work of appraisal.

4.     Male officer can also take biased decision in writing female employees

    report and vice versa. It may hurt them. Reporting and comments may be

   wrong or  biased.

1.4.12 Classification of Library personnel

Library personnel can be classified under three categories

1. Professional

2. Semi professional

3. Supporting staff.

1. Professional Staff
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Professional staff means educationally as well as professionally qualified

personnel. Professional staff should have the feeling of serving users and thereby

the nation. Besides educational and professional qualifications, higher level

professionals should have the experience too. They should have the sense to know

the needs of the library; ability to analyse the problems, do planning and exert

themselves to achieve goals. This staff provides leadership, hence should command

respect and. have ability to get work done through people. Top level officers and

medium level officers come under this category. Following are the positions of

professional staff:

1. Director of Libraries / Director

2. Chief Librarian

3. Librarian

4. Deputy Librarian

5. Assistant Librarian

6. Professional Assistant

Designations may vary in different institutes/ organisations.

2. Semi-Professional

The nature of work in the library, which demands a little knowledge of

library education, is done by semi-professionals.

One can compare semi-professional staff of the library with para-medical

staff or nurses, etc., which come under this category. Semi-professional staff helps

the library professionals in technical work. Routine jobs are done by these staff

members, some of them are as under:

Ordering the books, checking bibliographical description of the books,

accessioning the documents, preparing the books for shelving, typing catalogue

cards and filing them, charging/ discharging of documents.

3. Supporting Staff

In a large library, clerical, administrative and technical staff are also

required. This category maintains the library records, including personal records,

files, service books, confidential reports, etc. They also maintain accounts and

stock, stock register and clear the bills, etc.

Reprography, photocopy, micro-form, audio-visual material and use of

computers require trained staff in the respective fields. Such type of staff also

comes under the category of supporting staff.

Library also needs staff to shelve documents, clean stacks etc. It is known

as unskilled staff.

It is necessary that job classification is done thoroughly. There is some

confusion regarding the jobs of professional and subordinate staff. It is, therefore,

necessary to analyse the library work properly. In India, there are variations in

structure of the library staff. UGC Library Committee has classified the library
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personnel as under:

Professional Senior (Professor's Rank)

Professional Senior (Reader's Rank)

Professional Junior (Lecturer's Rank)

Senior Professional Assistant (Asstt.Lecturer's Rank).

However UGC has given the above structure for university and college libraries,

but practically speaking, state libraries have not followed the same structure.

First all India University Librarians' Conference, 1964 advised the following

structure of senior staff of the university library :

• Librarian

• Deputy Librarian

• Assistant Librarian

For public libraries, Advisory Committee for Libraries, constituted by

Government of India had also recommended the staff structure in its report: (India.

Ministry of Education. Advisory Committee for Libraries. (1957). Report. Delhi:

Manager of Publications, 1961. report p. 79-85)

1.4.13 Number of Staff Members

In a library, number of staff members depends on its work, and some

parameters given hereunder:

1. Daily working hours of the library/shift.

2. Total working days of the library.

3. Total number of books.

4. Number of annual acquisition of books.

5. Number of periodicals subscribed.

6. Number of different type of users.

7. Total number of users visiting the library daily.

8. Number of books.

9. Charged out/discharged.

10. Total number of books used daily in the library.

11. Number of bibliographies prepared annually on demand or in anticipation.

12. Budget.

13. Networking

14. Use of computer.

15. Interlibrary loan.

16. Total number of reference queries every day.

17. Number of newspaper clippings.

18. SDl

19. Publication(s} weekly, fortnightly, monthly, quarterly, half yearly and

annually .

20. Number of entries  for the purpose of indexing and abstracting.

21. No of  photocopy pages or use of photocopy facility.
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22. Other services, e.g. extension services, book bank, translation, mobile

library, exhibition or orientation courses - hours.

23. Services for special groups: children, women, handicapped researchers,

students.

Some professionals and bodies have formulated or given standards for

working out number of staff members needed in a library e.g. Library Association

in UK, Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) in USA. Dr. S.R.

Ranganathan has given staff formula. It is based on his experience in the Madras

University Library. It considers certain factors and on the basis of them, it has

been formulated.

UGC's Library Committee 1957, of which Dr. S.R. Ranganathan was

Chairman, also recommended staff formula.

Qualifications, Grades and Status

Dr. Radhakrishan Commission has rightly said that university library should

have efficient personnel. For university and college libraries in India, the University

Grants Commission sends guidelines for appointing professional staff, giving

qualifications, experience grade or pay scale, from time to time. State and Union

governments prepare guidelines for librarians inpublic libraries in this regard.

1.4.14 Staff Manual

Staff manual in an ordinary control device. It is such a 'type of book, which

has all activities, rules, regulations or policies in written form. It is a leaflet

which states the benefits of the personnel and company or organisation or tells

about organisation's existence. It is also called control leaflet .

Manual provides information about organisation or library policies,

structure management, history, job instruction and departmental information.

According to Oxford English Dictionary, 'Manual is a handy book for use as

a guide, reference, etc". So manual is a handbook or information book, which

helps the library personnel in daily routines. (Webster's New twentieth century

dictionary, 2nd ed., USA: Collins World, 1977, P. 1098.)

1 Aim of Preparing Staff Manual

Staff manual is made to fulfill the following aims:

1. Helps as a source to give the ready reference service when need

arises, which depends mostly on facts and figures and their use.

2. Gives primary education in the respective field of knowledge, about

the work.

3. Communicates between personnel posts and their duties.

4. Keeps abreast the new recruitment to daily routines and rules of

the organisation.

5. It is about how to do the work

In big libraries, for many activities, manuals are prepared, e.g. for acquiring

books, acquiring periodicals and controlling them classifying and cataloguing
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documents, reference service, indexing, library loan, etc.

2 Preparation of staff manual

Before preparing manual, it is necessary to know the aim, policies and

structure of the organisation. Besides it, when manual of policies, practices and

instruction get prepared following should be taken care of:

1.    An outline of the topics/ subjects, which are to be described in manual,

e.g. History, services and policies of the organisation as well as its

library are prepared.

2.   A committee should be formed to prepare the staff manual. Heads of the

different departments should be members of the committee.

3.   Manual supervisor should supervise the number of manuals needed.

4.   Activities of each department/ section and its way of working should

also be described.

5.   Work flow of each department should be given. For it, information from

each department should be sought through questionnaire.

1.4.15 Outsourcing

Outsourcing services are becoming common nowadays. Networking

environment is providing opportunity for outsourcing services. In a networked

organisation, there is a central core or hub that coordinates the organisation.

Functions of an organisation are subcontracted of outsourced to other groups.

These groups are linked. electronial1y to that core. The organisation is

geographically dispersed, Its units could be almost anywhere in the world. It is

also known as outsourcing infrastructure management. Many firms have been

outsourcing infrastructure management for years. It is an industry created in

the 1970s and 1980s. India's outsourcing boom started with software development.

It has expanded into a whole manufacturing and professional range of business

service, such as tax accounting. Hundreds of call centres are just the most

prominent examples.

It lowers prices and provides more spending power for consumers. It

enhances opportunities for export. Consumers get services cheaper and faster. It

leads to higher productivity and earning by companies in the USA and other

countries, which outsource work. It increases jobs through trade and outsourcing

but many workers face painful adjustment.

It saves cost. It offers higher levels of services. Time is saved. Problem

solving is remote so is identification. It can reach any remote corner. It exports

jobs, there is efficiency and growth in international commerce.

Outsourcing may come to libraries Functions of a library such as

acquisitions, processing, maintaince of electronic materials including books as

well as journals, may be done through outsourcing. It may provide user services

and user instruction. User may be supplied information, asked for, electioniracally.
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To illustrate, member libraries of the Library of Congress Collaborative Digital

Reference Service Project provide professional references service to their users

through an international digital network of libraries.

1.4.16 Summary

Organizations including libraries depend on people who work there. Human

resource management is the process of getting work done through people and

achieving organisational goals. It is a continuous process. Its functions are :

planning, job design, grades, pay and other benefits, recruitment, selection,

placement, induction, training, development, performance appraisal and

maintenance of manpower by providing appropriate work environment and quality

of work life and assuring healthy organisation/union relationship.

1.4.17 Further Readings

1. Navalani, Kishni, Library management in the changing scenario :

Concepts, operations of practices; Patiala : Madan Publication, 2006.

2. Mamoria, (CB)& Gankar (SV): Personnel Management. Ed 28,

2008.Himalaya.

3. Krishan Kumar. Library administration and management. New Delhi :

Vikas.2009. (Reprint)

4. Mitta1 R.L. Library administration: theory and practice. 5th rev. Ed.

Delhi: etropol1man, 1984.

5. Stuart  Robert D. and Moran, Barbara B. Library management.

Littleton: Libraries Unlimited, 2004.

6. D.K. Bhattacharyya: Human Resource Planning. Ed2.,2006, Excel.

1.4.18 Self Check Exercises

1. Need of Human resource management.

2. Who writes annual confidential report in a library ?

3. What is Training?

4. Which test is essential to pass for appointment as a professional in

a college/university library, in India

Answers to Self-Check Exercises

1. See Section 5.3

2. See Section 5.11

3. See Section 5.9

4. See Section 5.5
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1.5.1 INTRODUCTION

Collection means the reading material that any library selects and acquires for

its community. Libraries have been developing their collections since time immemorial.

Collection is the base on which all library services to the clientele depend.

Libraries and scholars take pride in collection development.

Until more recently, say a century, collection of almost all types of library

depended on donors. With coming of grants from governments, increase in output

of reading materials, and increase in number of clientele served and variety of

their demands, employment of professional staff libraries are developing

systematically collection through selection and acquisition.

1.5.2 DEFINITION

Collection development involves selection and acquisition the two processes

of reading material. (Encyclopaedia library and information since p.250v5)

"Collection is a number of books or other items on one subject or of one

kind or collected by one person or organisation."

"Collection development is the process of working certain information needs

of the people using the collection are met in a timely and economical manner, using

information resources produced both inside and outside of the organisation. "
64
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1.5.3 PURPOSE

Basic purpose of collection development is to meet needs of clientele. And

many small and medium size libraries of all types continue to build core

collection for this purpose.

On the other hand, many large size libraries aim to have not only core

collection based on need or demand but build comprehensive collections. They

attract researchers and scholars. For example, the British Library, Library of

Congress, Harvard University Library. Chicago University library are known as

centres for resources and comprehensive collections.

Networking is changing scenario. Collection development is not only for

immediate clientele of a library, it is also to meet needs and demands of clientele

of cooperating libraries.

Collection development is not limited to books and journals. Clientele

demand new non-print media, electronic documents, indexing and abstracting

journals whether .held within or outside libraries. It is creating abundance of

required material. Therefore, the new situation is changing the purpose of library

collection development. It demands continuously to focus new needs of new scholars

also for new formats in networking situations of libraries. It asks for meeting both

the local and remote user needs not from site-specific or local collection from printed

hard copies of books and journals, but from many flexible /electronic sources.

What should be the purpose of selection of material and what practices are

to be followed; how it is to be done? Librarians have given thought to it, ever

since collection building shifted solely from donations and gifts to acquiring it

through purchase and exchange also.

1.5.4 THEORY & PRINCIPLES

Selection of reading material is of prime importance in collection

development. So librarian have given a lot of thought to this aspect. Some of them

have propounded Principles of Book Selection. These principles and practices of

book selection given by some of the prominent librarians/experts highlight the

philosophy, goals, criteria to be considered, how the factors of selection affect in

various types of libraries and if they have changed through time.

Laws and Norms of Collection Development

G. Edward Evans gives the following laws :

1.  As the size of the service community increases, the degree of divergence

in individual information needs increases.

2. As the degree of divergence in individual information needs increases,

the need for cooperative programs of information materials sharing

increases, the information materials sharing increases.

3. It will never be possible to completely satisfy all of the information

individual or class of clientele in the service community."

According to Bhatacharya the norms for collection development should
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be as under :

1. "Procure as exhaustively as possible only selectively representative

documents in the area of umbral region of interest.

2. Enter into an agreement of coordination in acquisition with sister

institutions sharing similar interest;

3. Depend as much as possible on inter-library cooperation to meet the

information needs in the penumbral region of interest;

4. Depend entirely on inter-library cooperation to meet the information needs

in the alien region of interest;

5. For the purpose of procurement, whenever feasible, adopt the mode in the

following order of preference;

(a) Gratis or Compliment;

(b) Exchange; and

(c) Purchase

C.1. Whenever a part-document serves the purpose prefer it over the whole-document;

C.2. Whenever the microform can be made to serve the purpose, prefer it over

the macro-form;

C.3. Follow the principle "the best for the largest at the least cost" whenever

warranted.

Example : A collection in which the majority of the documents are active

is a clear evidence of its development."

1.5.5 FACTORS IN COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

There are many factors which affect selection of reading materials, such as:

1.5.5.1 Types of Library

Collection development is done with a view to provide literature to the

community. Type of library is the major factor and who the community is?

Public library collection must meet the needs of an extremely diverse

community - child, young, adult, aged, student, teacher, worker, businessman,

technician, professional, educated, literate, neoliterate, illiterate, man and

woman, physically handicapped, in nutshell reading material for all. It aims to

meet their informational, educational, (life long and self education), recreational,

inspirational, and research needs. Therefore, selection process has to consider

mission, goals, objectives, environment and popular demand of various segments

of its community - both present as well as potential.

Academic library caters to the needs of academic community. School library

collection serves and supplements the curriculum. Collection development of

college library is designed around curriculum requirements and recommendations

of students and faculty which includes text books, related and allied materials,

general readings, basic reference sources. It is supposed to meet educational,

informational and to some extent research and recreational needs of its community.

University library supports academic and research needs of its students,
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facuIty and research scholars. Collection development caters to advanced

subject requirements of extensive curricula, hence collection should have text

books, course material, general reading books, periodicals, bibliographical,

indexing and abstracting sources, electronic documents, reports, theses, etc. It

covers very wider spectrum of subjects and their specialities. Research collection

vary. It reflects the major goals of the university. To illustrate, mission of the

Punjabi University is development of Punjabi language, literature and culture.

Hence, Punjabi University Library has a comprehensive collection on the

subjects.

Special and research libraries build collections around special subject

areas. They acquire basic standard materials. But they may give priority to

periodical publications, monographs-international, national, regional, state, local

documents, reports, manuscripts, standards, patents, specifications etc.

1.5.5.2 Environment

Social, political and cultural factors play important role. In ancient and

medieval period, collection development depended on copying, patronage of state,

aristocracy, learned and religious and educational institutes.

1.5.5.3 Need Assessment

The need to know users and their demands and provide reading material

have been one of the guiding factor for all types of libraries. Principles of book

selection by S.R. Ranganathan discusses (Chapter EB) this part thoroughly. Need

assessment through pedlar method, use analysis, user surveys, curriculum

demands, and, liaison of library staff. with faculty and students in academic

libraries etc. are some of the methods to measure needs of community.

1.5.6 FACTORS AFFECTING COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT AND ACCESS

Libraries are in a transitional period. Earlier, it was thought that bigger

the library collection better would be the services to the community. But now

this traditional collection development goal and services to users from own

collection development does not hold good. Many factors have contributed to

this change. Some to these are discussed hereunder.

1. Growth in Number of Publications

Annual output of publications is increasing. There is a great increase in

production of scientists and scholars.

2. New Formats

Library collection is no more centred to paper based publication. Books,

periodicals, reports, reference material, are coming in electronic format, which can

be accessed online on demand. They are also coming in CD-ROM. They provide greater

ease of access. This has made networking one of the fundamental activities in libraries.

3. Funds

It is one of the major factor in acquisition of reading material collection.

Libraries had been facing apathetic attitude of authorities  when it comes to provide
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sufficient budgets for purchase of publications. Budgets are either static or declining,

consequently libraries are purchasing lesser and lesser number of documents.

4. Rising Prices

The most important factor which has affected collection development in

libraries is the sky rocketing prices of reading material. Due to this libraries are

adding fewer and fewer books and subscribing to lesser and lesser number of

journals. It is difficult to keep up with the inflation, much less with the increased

output of information.

5. Costs of Ownership

Not only collection building is expensive, collection maintenance is also

becoming costlier. Collection maintenance requires space, land and construction

of stacks and big buildings, besides, it needs record keeping, cleanliness and upkeep.

6. Collection Use

Shrinking budgets force to spend more wisely to build core collection and

rely or depend on less used material on access.

7. Inflation

Fuel i.e. petroleum etc. cost has been increasing throughout the world. It

has adversely affected every segment of economy of energy, including collection

development in libraries. Cost of books and periodicals particularly of periodicals

has been rising. They have seen more rise than the general inflation.

8. Language

Material in English language is available. It is hard to find good books

in  reg ional  l anguages  on sc ience ,  t echnology and soc ia l  sc i ence.

Consequently, a library may like to add books in regional languages in these

subjects to meet user demands but it cannot do it, for want of publications.

Contrary to that, publications may be available in foreign languages, other

than English. But a library may not acquire them for limitation of users

knowing the languages.

9. Market and Government Policy

Publication market provides supply of the material. Most of the books and

journals in English and other foreign languages are published abroad and the

library may not be knowing titles published there for want of bibliographical

control and tools. To illustrate, books and journals published in Pakistan may

be in English, Punjabi or Sindhi on subjects of interest to Indian users. But Indian

libraries cannot procure them, for, they do not know about books published there

or acquire them from there. Similar is case of Indian publications in Pakistan.

Here book market and government policies play a major role.

10. Information Technology

Computer along with networks have changed the entire library situation.

Online catalogues have been introduced. They are easier to consult from any

remote corner of a world. It provides any institution that can connect with it, the
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ability to access several thousand catalogues, of holdings of libraries. They have

provided gateways to collections of these libraries to their users. Library users

treat them as extension of collection of their local library and expect that the

library will get the desired publications or photo copy of the needed portions

from these libraries for them (users) if it is not owning them. This is changing

situation from bigger collection to better accessing.

11. Planning Cooperative Acquisition

Funds are declining, purchasing power is also decreasing. Information is

increasing -  rather there is explosion of information and increase in output of

reading materials. Needs of user are also increasing. Shrinking funds, and

increasing needs and output of publications require proper planning. In the

United States, libraries have planned new strategies of cooperative collecting. To

illustrate, there is Consortia of the Research Libraries Group (RLG) which is getting

support from the Council on Library Research and the Office of Management

Studies of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL) for this purpose. Large public

library systems etc. are defining the levels of collection, dividing subject

responsibilities. Thus, cooperative acquisition programmes are being planned to

meet the situation.

1.5.6 COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT POLICY

It is the collection development policy, which spells out the guidelines. It

is a plan of action and information regarding allocation of funds. It provides

details for guidance for making decisions.

1.5.6.1 Need

Librarian have been developing collections. Libraries no longer depend

upon the donors for this purpose. Knowledge and information is even expanding.

But means to acquire them are limited. Therefore, there is a need to make use of

resources judiciously to meet the needs of users. Hence, collection development

policies are essential.

The policy defines community. It spells and the needs and demands of

the clientele.

It provides a conceptual frame work for resources.

It is also necessary for cooperative collection development and resource

sharing.

It helps both in selecting as well as rejecting reading materials.

It categorises information sources by subject, user level, language, format,

size, user community and make collections of resources accordingly.

1.5.6.2 Functions

According to G. Edward Evans, It performs the following functions:

1. It informs everyone about the nature and scope or the collection

2. It informs everyone of collecting priorities.

3. It forces thinking about organizational goals to be met by the collection.
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4. It generates some degree of commitment to meeting organizational goals.

5. It sets standards for inclusion and exclusion.

6. It reduces the influence of a single selector and personal biases.

7. It provides a training/orientation tool for new staff.

8. It helps to ensure a degree of consistency over time and despite staff turn over.

9. It guides staff in handling complaints.

10. It aids in weeding and evaluating the collection.

11. It aids in rationalizing budget allocations.

12. It provides a public relations document.

13. It provides a means of assessing overall performance of the collection

development program.

14. It provides outsiders with information about the purpose of collection

development (an accountability tool).

1.5.6.3 Users and Formats

A list of types of users and formats is given hereunder

  Users Formats

Adults Books (Hard-or paperbound, monographs,

Young adults textbooks.)

School-aged children Newspapers

Preschool children Periodicals

Physically handicapped (blind, Microforms

partially sighted, wheel chair, Slides

patients, etc.) Films and filmstrips

Shut-ins and institutionalized Pictures

persons (in hospitals, homes, Audio recordings (tapes and

prisons, etc.) records)

Teaching faculty Video recordings (tapes and discs)

Researchers Printed music

Staff

Undergraduate students Manuscripts and archival material

Postgraduate students Maps

Alumni Government documents

Various groups based on : Laser formats

- Interests Realia

- Occupation Games

- Profession Specimens

- Language Databases

- Religion, etc. Databanks
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Although these lists are fairly extensive, they are by no means complete;

formats but constantly change.

Magazines periodicals have a .tremendous appeal for all type of people.

Local, national, and international newspapers may also be represented in the

library / media centre collection to provide supplementary information, serve

special interests, and provide examples of a variety of viewpoints. Audio and video

cassettes, laser disks, and other newer media, accepted as part of today's

communication and information formats, must be included in building a

contemporary collection.

Another important consideration in the selection process, and an

underlying principle of the selection policy, is the need for a balanced library

collection. Balance must be maintained between print and non-print collections,

fiction and nonfiction, paperbacks and hardbound books. Different reading levels

among users should be addressed, so books for poor readers, average readers,

and superior readers can be provided to meet individual needs. An adequate

reference collection should be offered. The professional staff must know the total

collection so that gaps can be recognized, popular items needing duplicate copies

identified, and replacement for lost items obtained.

1.5.7 SOURCES OF COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

1.5.7.1 Bibliographies

National and subject bibliographies are the prime information sources of

collection development. A bibliography is a list of books on a subject or an area.

It is a good source of publication published in and/or about a country.

Example

Indian national Bibliography (INB). Kolkata : Central Reference Library, .

1957.

British National Bibliography (BNB). Boston, Spa, England : British National

Bibliographic Service. 1950.

Both these bibliographies are compiled from the legal deposit copies of all

the new publications/editions, which publishers of their countries send to their

national libraries, free of cost, as required by the laws of their lands.

Other sources of information concerning new books are:

1.5.7.2 Publishers catalogues

Publishers publish catalogues of their publications.

Examples

Books price list : Amsterdam, The Netherlands : A comprehensive listing

of publications of Elsevier, Pergamon and North Holland.

New and forthcoming publications. Elsevier

Catalogue: Cambridge University Press : New Delhi etc.

Non-book materials:  Prentice Hall of India:

Software: Microsoft Press;
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Catalogue 2004 : Pearson Education India Delhi.

Trade catalogues

Examples

Bookseller : the organ of book trade. London: Whitaker l8S8-weekly.

Whitaker's book list. London : Whitaker. 1924-annual.

Booksellers catalogues and lists

Examples

Booksellers also publish catalogues or lists of documents in their stock.

Catalogue 2003-2004 : Serial Publications, Delhi.

Chowkhamba sahitya 2002-2003 : Chowkhamba Delhi.

Catalogue: Central Book Agency, Patiala.

Catalogue :  Madaan Sons, Patiala.

Catalogue : Milind Prakashan Pustak, Hyderabad.

1.5.7.3 Book Reviews

Book reviews in periodicals, newspapers, reviewing periodicals also are a

good source of book selection.

Examples

Library Journal.

WiIson  Library Bulletin

Other sources are

Library catalogues

Subject catalogues

Author bibliographies.

Exhibitions and book fairs are also sources of book selection. In India,

book fair is an annual feature. Publishers and booksellers, bring their books and

display them in their stalls. By visiting these fairs, books can be selected.

Websites of publishers and Book-sellers is a good source.

Old Books

For old books, guides to reading materials, subject and national

bibliographies, library catalogues can be of much help. Some selection tools for

building core collection in specific areas are also there. e.g.

Books for secondary schools. New York: R.R. Bowker

Public library catalogue. New York : H. W. Wilson

Books for college libraries. Chicago: American Library Association.

1.5.8 TOOLS OF BOOK SELECTION

1.5.8.1 Indian

Indian national bibliography Kolkata: Central Reference Library, 1957-

Indian books in print 1955 : a selection bibliography of English. books published

in India: Compiled by Sher Singh and S.N. Sadhu. Delhi: Indian Bureau of

Bibliographies. 3v.

UBSPD Indian books in print 2000: bibliography of Indian books published
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in English language. Delhi : Indian Bibliographies Bureau. 3v.

(Lists about 45000 volumes)

1.5.8.2 British

British national bibliography Boston Spa, England : British National

Bibliography Service. 1950- weekly.

British book news : The British Council's monthly survey for book buyers

throughout the world. Oxford: Basil Blackwell Ltd. 1940-monthly.

(Selected and annotated list of recommended books.)

Bookseller: the organ of book trade. London: Whitaker. 1858-weekly.

Whitaker's book list. London  Whitaker, 1924-annual.

Whitaker's British books in print. London: Whitaker. 1874-annual.

Books in English: a bibliography compiled from UK and US MARC sources. London:

British Library Bibliographic Services. 1907 -BM

1.5.8.3 USA

American  book publishing record. New York: R.R. Bowker, 1960-Monthly

(Monthly cumulation)

Publisher's weekly. New York: R.R. Bowker. 1872-

Books in print. New York: R.R. Bowker. 1947-

Paperbound books in print. New York: R.R. Bowker. 1955- Two/Y

Cumulative book index. New York: H.W. Wilson. 1898-1999. (Monthly

except August)

1.5.8.4 Government documents

Indian national bibliography Kolkata: Central Reference Library, 1957-

Monthly catalogue. Delhi : Controller of Publications, Monthly.

British national bibliography. Boston Spa, England: British National

Bibliography Service 1950 - weekly.

Us. Library of Congress. Monthly check list of state publications.

Washington DC : Library of Congress. 1910-Monthly.

Government reports announcements : an index journal. Springfield : US

National Technical Information Service. It is also available online.

United Nations documents index. New York, 1950 - Monthly.

1.5.8.5 Book Reviews

Library journal. New York: R.R. Bowker. 1876-20 issues per year.

Choice. Chicago : American Library Association. 1964 - Monthly. (Current

reviews for college libraries.)

Indian book industry. New Delhi : Federation of Indian Publishers, 1969-

Monthly.

Indian book chronicles. New Delhi : Vivek Trust'. 1976 - Monthly. (News &

reviews (English)

Indian publisher and bookseller. Bombay: Popular Book Depot. - Monthly

Publishing in India: a monthly journal of book trade and industry. New
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Delhi. D. K. Publishers

1.5.8.6 Other Print Material

Besides books, other print materials are

Reference Books

Periodicals

Government Publications

Patents

Standards and Specifications

Translations

Dissertations and Thesis

Reference books

Guides

Guide to reference materials on India/Compiled and edited by N.N. Gidwani

and K. Navalani. Jaipur ; Saraswati, 1974. 2v

Guide to reference books/Compiled by E D Sheehy. 9th ed. Chicago:

American Library Association.

Periodicals

Ulrich's International periodicals directory. New York: R.R. Bowker, 2003.

Current Indian periodicals in English: An annotated guide/compiled and edited

by N.N. Gidwani and K. Navalani, Jaipur : Saraswati Pub, - 1978.

Directory of periodicals published in India/complied by Sushil Kaur and

P. Sapra, New Delhi: Sapra and Sapra, 2000.

New serial titles. Washington, D.C. Library of Congress, 1953-Monthly.

Patents

Official gazette of U.S. Patent Office.

Chemical abstracts

Cites important patents granted in all countries pertaining to chemical

industry.

Houghton, Bernard. Technical information sources : a guide to patents,

standards and technical report literature.

Standards and specification

Catalogue of American standards. American Standards Association.

British standard year book. British Standards Institute.

Catalogue/lists Indian Standards Institute.

Most national standardizing bodies publish an annual list of their

standards in a year book or a catalogue.

Translations

Technical translations.  U.S. Dept. of Commerce.

Scientific translations: a guide to sources and services. US. Dept of Health,

Education and Welfare.

Index translationum : International bibliography of translation. Unesco
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Dissertations and Theses

Dissertation abstracts, University Microfilms.

Bibliography of doctoral dissertations. New Delhi Universities .

Non-Book Material

Importance of non-print media In teaching and learning hardly need to

be emphasised. Library collection is not only limited to printed media - books

and periodicals. It contains non print media - audio visual material, microforms

music, electronic formats. This media is becoming popular. It provides better

communication media in learning and teaching. Therefore, libraries should

realise their potential and put in efforts for their collection development.

School library is the cradle for learning. Audio visual and multimedia

stimulate imagination of the young and are motivating media. Therefore, in

western world school libraries build their collection in non-body material.

Unfortunately in most of the schools in India, libraries are not worth the name.

Very few of them build such collection. College libraries are mostly textbook

oriented, and build up print media.

Producers of these materials are professionals, industry and trade bodies.

Their selection tools are :

Trade reviews and catalogues;

Reviews in scholarly periodicals;

National bibliographies;

But there is no bibliographical control as is in case of books and periodicals.

A few tools are listed below:

Audio video market place: a multimedia guide. New York: R.R. Bowker.

1969-Annual

Pensinger, C. Consumer's handbook of video software. New York: Van

Nostrand Reinhold. 1981

British catalogue of music. London : British Library Bibliographic Services.

1957-3 issues per year.

British catalogue of audio visual materials. London : British Library

Bibliographic Services. 1979-lrregular.

Computer-readable database : a directory and data sourcebook. Chicago

American Library Association. 1978-lrregular.

Data acquisition: 1982 Storrs, Conn.: Roper center, 1982.

New serial titles. Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress, 1953-Monthly.

Video source book. Syosset, N.Y.: National Video Clearing House, 1979

Annual.

Interactive video yearbook. London : National Interactive Centre, 1976

Annual.

Journals (review sources) include

APDU Newsletter. Princeton, New Jersey : Association of Public Data Users.
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1976- Monthly.

Booklist Chicago: American Library Association. 1905-22 issues per year.

Channels of communication choice. Myles Fuchs. 1981-

Film library quarterly. Film Library Information Council. 1967

Library Journai. New York: R.R. Bowker. 1876- 20 issues per year.

Wilson Library Bulletin. H.W. Wilson, 1914-

Microforms

Guide to microforms in print. Meckler Publishing.

National registrar of microforms masters. Washington, DC : Library of

Congress.

Both these titles are international in scope, cover commercial sources and

non-commercial supplies such as those produced by libraries and historical

associations.

A major problem in the field is its vast size and diversity. There are changes

every now and then. Hence, it is difficult to state, if the tools given here are now

being published.

Computer-based Materials

Computer-based materials are a recent development but have become very

important to modern libraries of all types, specifically computerised bibliographic

databases. Marketing of these products to libraries is accomplished largely by

advertising these products at library and information science meetings and

conferences or through websites. This is an expanding industry of increasing

importance to libraries. Sources that provide these databases are :

Computer-readable databases, a directory and data source-book. Chicago:

American Library Association, 1978 - Irregular.

Database directory. White Plains, Knowledge Industry  Publications, 1984.

Equipment for Non-Print Materials

Use of non-print information materials can be possible only if the library

acquires the necessary and appropriate equipment. Selection of equipment also

is as important as selecting and collection of non-print materials. Two important

factors in the selection of equipment are: standardisation and changing media

field. These two factors combine to make equipment buying too hazardous to risk

collection of non-print materials. However, this aspect is given the greatest

attention by all concerned, nationally and internationally. Some of the tools

that might help selection of equipment are listed below :

Audio-visual market place: a multimedia guide, New York: R.R. Bowker.

1969-Annual.

It is a directory of manufacturers and distributors. It gives brief description

of the types of equipment and the names and addresses of manufactures and

suppliers.

Library technology reports. Chicago : American Library Association.
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This provides useful evaluations of equipment for the multimedia library of

record players, filmstrip projectors, microform reader-printer, etc.

1.5.9 ACQUISITION METHODS

Before acquiring documents, it is necessary to know methods of acquisition

of reading material. Documents are acquired through following methods

1. Purchase

2. Gifts

3. Exchange.

4. Deposits

5. Membership of societies, organizations etc.

1. Purchase

Most of the collection in libraries is built through purchase. It is the

logical method of building collection, nowadays, in most of the libraries. For

purchasing documents, it is to be assured that funds are available. Government

grants and grants from the University Grants Commission in case of academic

libraries in India help libraries in India to acquire documents through this

method.

2. Gifts

Major and valuable collections in many of the large libraries have been

built through this method. To illustrate, the Punjabi University Library had

received. Bhai Mohan Singh vaid Taran Taran collection as donation. Ausutosh

collection in the National Library of India has also been received as donation.

Earlier it used to be one of the major sources of document collection. But

it is not so now. Only a small percentage of collection is added as gift.

3. Membership

Some organisations send their publications to their members e.g.: IFLA,

FID. So, it is essential to become their members. It is cheaper, easier, and assured

method to get publications of such institutes.

4. Exchange

Large university and research libraries get a lot of reading material through

exchange. Their parent organisations publish publications. They have exchange

agreements with several such organizations. They send their publications and

in exchange receive from them their publications.

5. Deposit

A few libraries become depository of publications of some organizations or

government. To illustrate, the Jawaharlal Nehru University Library is a depository

of some of the UNO publications. British Library and some university libraries in

UK are depository libraries of publications published in the UK.

1.5.10 METHODS OF ORDERING

Various methods have been used by libraries in India, to order books. It

will also depend on the policy of the parent organisation/ government, the book
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market and government policy and procedures. A few of these methods are discussed

hereunder.

1. Inquiry Method

Before 1963, Indian Government treated books as things/goods. So the

libraries were to make enquiries about price of books from various booksellers. A

comparative statement of price and its discount was made of each book. Order for

each book was placed with the vendor, who quoted the lowest price.

It is a time consuming method. Cost of placing order means a lot of paper

work, time of staff and postage. Naturally, operation cost becomes more. Vendor,

who may quote lowest prices of various books, may fail to supply those documents.

Consequently, the library may not get the books for which it placed order. Users

wants may be urgent, and their work may suffer for want of documents. Or their

urge for reading these documents may die down. And it affects the efficiency,

effectiveness and image of the library in procuring documents.

This method is being followed in libraries still for rare books, manuscripts,

etc.

2. Quotation System

Libraries invite quotations in the beginning of every financial year from

vendors for supply of documents. Vendors quote discount on various types of

documents, exchange rate in case of foreign books, terms and conditions of supply

and payment etc.

A comparative statement of quotations is prepared. Those vendors whose

quotations may be lowest are identified. The statement is submitted to the

authorities for getting sanction /approval of quotations and vendors. After that,

the library notifies them and places order with them.

As the library places bulk order with such vendor (s), they get to know the

needs of the library. They give prompt service and fulfill commitments. In case of

non-availability of document (s), they take pains to procure them for the library.

And they also inform accurate position of supply of documents. Thus, services

and cooperation from vendor (s) are better.

3. Good Offices Committees

The Good Offices Committee (New Delhi) is an agency, organised by the

representatives of book trade and libraries. It lays down the outlines and

uniformity in supplying reading materials, which include books and periodicals

etc. This Committee fixes the exchange rate for the books of foreign origin and

also decides the discount to be given to libraries by suppliers/publishers. This

reduces the futile exercise of calling the quotations for purchase of books and

periodicals etc. published in India and abroad. Libraries, authorities, government

and book trade abide by the terms laid down by the Good Offices Committee. It

makes work of placing order for reading material easier.
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4. Standing Vendor

In this system, the library appoints a standing vendor on certain terms

and conditions. And it places order for documents through them.

As orders for documents are placed with the firm, the library gets very

favourable discount rate, better services and attention. Vendor tries to supply

documents and takes extra pains for a big customer.

5. No Discount Publications

Some documents are published by institutes. They do not give discount

on their publications. Such documents are known as no discount publications.

Sometimes the library has to bear postage etc. charges for supply of those books.

1.5.11 FUNCTIONS OF COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

Selection of reading material for collection development is universal and

fundamental act in all types of libraries. The searching out of relevant and high

quality material is critical job of a library considering the various factors

discussed above. Fast changes are challenging the library. Following functions

come under selection:

1. Collection development policy statement.

2. Planning.

3. Allocation of library funds.

4. Selection of sources/tools for collection development.

5. Procedure for selection and collection development.

6. Seeking user suggestions and keeping them in mind.

7. Seeking advice : expert/collection, selection committee/faculty in case

of academic libraries and checking with curricula requirements.

8. Keeping control over finance throughout the year.

9. Keeping of records.

10. Collection analysis and evaluation.

11. Resource sharing and cooperative collection consultation.

Following are some of the functions for acquisition of documents. But,

they may vary from library to library.

1. Chalking out book acquisition policy.

2. Planning of work and procedures.

3. Monitoring of budget and allocation of funds.

4. Looking after acquisition of publications through

Purchase

Gifts

Exchange

Other means

5. Keeping in mind cooperative acquisition programme(s).

6. Determining terms and conditions with vendors/ publishers regarding

acquisition of materials.
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7. Appointing vendors including standing vendors.

8. Searching library sources before placing order for titles for avoiding

unintended duplication.

9. Verifying and completing bibliographical details with the help of sources

of book selection, before placing order for publications.

10. Placing of order of the documents.

11. Placing standing order for multi-volumed, prepublication volumes, and

series as per policy of the library.

12. Receiving of the documents.

13. Tallying of documents and bills with order.

14. Checking and passing of bills for payment after ascertaining of the

discount, exchange rate in case of foreign publications, if they are the

same as agreed upon.

15. Pointing out mistakes in bills to the vendors and sending them back for

rectification.

16. Making correspondence.

17. Returning of unwanted bills, documents etc. to vendors.

18. Sending documents for accessioning.

19. Accessioning documents in Accession Register.

20. Sending reminders for non-receipt of documents .

21. Informing users about receipt of their documents.

22. Keeping of records and statistics.

23. Coordinating work with Book Selection section and other sections.

24: Participating in cooperative acquisition programmes, if any.

1.5.12 WEEDING OUT

Library is a growing organism. Hence, not only new documents are added

in the library, but old materials may be discarded. Wear and tear of books because

of use of documents make their physical condition beyond repair and unfit for

binding. Books, the text of which are dated and superseded by new editions or

documents which have outlived their popularity and books not used for a pretty

long time need pruning.

The library has to draw a policy regarding weeding out books. Periodically

this work is taken up.

1.5.13 SUMMARY

Collection development is concerned with selection and acquisition of

reading material both printed and non-printed. Its basic purpose is to meet needs

of its users. Need for written selection policy has been advocated by all.

Selection of reading material is base of collection development. So

librarians and experts in the field have given principles, practices, practical hints

for it. Many factors such as type of library size, funds, environment, language,

new formats affect collection development.
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There are many book selection sources and tools which cover print and non-

print media.

Methods of acquisition of material are: Purchase, gifts, exchange,

membership and deposits. Methods of purchasing also vary. Acquisition of

material involves placing of order for documents, receiving documents from

publishers/book-sellers; checking the bills and documents, passing the bills for

payment and accessioning of documents and correspondence relating to them.

The library has to draw a policy regarding weeding out books. Periodically this

work is taken up.

1.5.14 SPECIMEN OF BOOK-SELECTION CARD

C12 Book Selection Card. Printed. 6 pt Bristol board. White. Tray. The text

of the form is as follow :

(Front side)

Ac N Don N W1 N

C1 N

Auth

Title

Size Coll Ed Yr

Pub Pub price

Series, etc.

Review

Reference

(Back side)

Vendor Cost

Indian

Foreign
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 Date Initials    

Sel      

Appr      

Order   Order N   

Rec   Voucher N   

Paid   Cum N of 

Vol in 

Cur Yr Total 

Access   Sub   

Cut   Lang   

Class   nP 

Catal   

Cum Cost Rs 

 

Rs nP 

Shel   Sub     

Bound   

Weed   

Total     
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1.5.16 SELF CHECK QUESTIONS

Q.1. Define principles of books selection in brief.

Q.2. Write factors in collection development.

Q.3. What are methods of ordering of documetns ?

1.5.17 Answers to Self-check questions

A.1. See heading : principles.

A.2. See heading : factors.

A.3. See heading : Ordering of documents.
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KIRAN KATHURIA

Management of Technical Section & Services

Sections of a Library

Organisation and administration of any library depends upon its type,

size, aims and objectives. In small libraries administration may be simply a one

man show. We can hardly think of various sections. In a medium size library,

a few sections may be in exercise. In a big library, there may be proper division

of labour. Its task may be diversified and complex. However, there is some

uniformity of operations or works carried out in all libraries, irrespective of

their size or type. And as such various sections of a big library can serve as a

guiding factor to the smaller libraries. In this light, all the sections of a big

library have been discussed to give the student an overall picture of the

various works of a library.

Secondly, a library shares many items of administrative routine with other

offices, for example, those relating to finance, accounts, store etc. A library is

usually a dependent body. Therefore, their work will be done according to the

practices and procedures of the parent body.

There are certain distinct functions which a library has to perform. These

relate to books and periodicals, their selection, purchase, inclusion in stock or

accession, payment, preparation and processing of books, arrangement in the

stackroom, binding, charging and discharging of books and reference service

etc. Only these distinct functions have been discussed here.

Some sections such as children's section, mobile library, branch library,

reprographic section etc., which are peculiar in certain types of library have not

been dealt with.

We can divide the library work into two groups, viz. work behind the screen

and reader services. In the former, reader does not come into contact with the

sections directly. In the latter, reader directly comes into the picture.

I. Work behind the screen is carried out in :

1. Book Selection Section

2. Book Order or Acquisition Section

3. Accession Section

98
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4. Processing or Technical Section.

5. Periodical Section

6. Maintenance Section

7. Binding Section

II. Reader services are provided by :

8. Documentation Section

9. Circulation Section

10. Reference Section.

1. Book Selection Section

Book selection is the first and one of the most important function of a

library. It is conditioned by three factors :

(a) The demand in the light of local interest, in different areas of the

field of knowledge.

(b) The supply of the extent and nature of the availability of books in

the market; preference always being given to sound editions on good

paper with large type and plenty of illustrations.

(c) The total finance available and the proportion in which it is

allocated to different subjects. Strength or weakness of the

already existing collection in the various subjects is also given

due consideration.

This section scans systematically the sources for book selection viz.

catalogues, brochures, leaflets, announcements for fresh arrival of publishers

and book reviews. A book selection card is prepared for each selected item. These

cards are roughly classified. Standard symbol (like elementary, ordinary,

advanced, and so on) may also be, tentatively put on the card. These are then

filed according to classified sequence. The accumulated cards are discussed

with the experts in the respective field or sent to them for selection at convenient

intervals - say fortnightly or monthly. After these books are selected, sanction of

the competent authority (e.g. Principal in case of a college library) is obtained,

then, their indent is prepared.

2. Book Order or Acquisition Section

There are four sources of  Acquis i t ion in a l ibrary -  purchase,

membership, gifts and exchange. Acquisition through gifts is not a sure

method. Exchanges are possible only where a library or its parent body has

its own publ ication programme. Though gi fts  and exchanges are not

dependable yet before placing an order for a book, it is to be assured if it can

be had on exchange or by gift.

Every library must have a positive programme for purchase of books. To

this end, it must pursue a balanced and well schedule programme. The purchase

should not be made in a hurried manner. It should be properly phased out, keeping

in view the budgetary position and the programme of the parent institution.
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Acquisition through membership of professional societies generally is free or on

reduced prices.

The librarian has to obtain the required books at the least cost. For this,

he must choose dependable book suppliers. The books are purchased at the

rates of discount fixed by the Good Offices Committee. The rates of discount

and conversion rate are fixed by this committee to ensure uniformity in

acquisition.

For duplicate checking of the finally sanctioned book-selection cards are

arranged alphabetically by the name of authors. To eliminate unintended

duplications, they are carefully checked with the catalogue of the library, the

standing order cards, the outstanding order cards and the bills awaiting payment.

Cards of books which are already in these sources are cancelled. For the rest of

the cards, order-list is prepared and sent to the book seller. The book-selection

cards now become order cards. They are filed in the order tray in their proper

alphabetical sequence according to the name of author.

Receipt of Books and Bills

When books are received in the library from the book-sellers, they are

arranged in the sequence in which they are in the bill. For each book,

concerned order card is taken out from the order tray to check if the book is

one ordered. Price, rate of discount and conversion rate are also verified.

Defects in the physical make up of books are also detected. The date of receipt

of the books along with the voucher number and date of the bill is marked on

order cards and the order list. The books along with the bill are sent for

accessioning.

In some libraries Book Selection and Acquisition Sections are combined

as one section.

3. Accessioning Section

Accession record is the most authentic record of the books received in a

library. All books acquired in the library are recorded in a register called Accession

Register. And the serial number that is given to each book is called its accession

number. The purpose of accession register is to record officially the existence of

books in the library. It gives complete information about each item added. This could

be looked up when the item itself is not available in the library. It provides

chronological record of the library's growth and data for compiling statistics, etc.

Following columns are generally provided in the Accession Register :

Date, Serial Number, Author, Title, Volume, Series, Edition, Publishers,

Year, Pages, Size, Sources, Cost, Call Number, Remarks.

After entering the books in the accession register relevant accession

number is written on the bill and the back of title page and on particular page

fixed by the library known as secret page. The book then bears the stamps of

library and is treated as a part of the library collection.
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Advantages :

1. Accession register is the main and permanent record of any library about

its collection.

2. Statistics regarding collection, donation, lost and weeded out books can

be had with the help of accession register.

3. It gives full details-bibliographical, price, call number, etc. and its status-

live, lost, weeded out etc. of each document.

4. In small libraries, it is used for stock taking also.

5. With its help, one may know investment made on collection development.

6. In case, details about documents which are not given in public catalogue

of the library, e.g. supplier of the book or price, may be had from this source.

SPECIMEN OF ACCESSION REGISTOR 
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4. Technical Section

The section. is entrusted with the following work :

(a) Preparation of books

(b) Classification

(c) Cataloguing

(d) Filing of cards

(e) Maintenance of staff manual and authority file

(f) Maintenance of shelf list.

(g) Preparation of list of additions.

(a) Preparation of the book

Book is eased by opening somewhere in the middle, placing it on a flat

table and gently running the thumb from the top to the bottom along the inner

margin. It is called easing of the book. Pages may be cut open, with paper cutter.

A tag is fixed on the spine of a book one inch above the bottom of the book or on

the front cover of the book if the spine is thin. A date slip, a property slip and a

book pocket on the inside of the front cover of the book are pasted on the

appropriate places decided by the library.

(b) Classification

The books are sent for classification. These books are taken to catalogue

for duplicate checking. If the book is already in the catalogue, its class number,

edition and copies are noted for classification work. These books are taken

over by the classifiers. The classifier determines the specific subject of a book

by going through its title page, contents, forward etc. Sometimes it requires

help of other reference tools. After determining the specific subject of each

book, classification code is consulted for assigning the class number. The

classifier also assigns book number either with the help of author table or

any other book number system. Then, subject heading are assigned. Call

number i.e. Class Number and book number are written on the back of title

page. A process slip prepared for the guidance of catalogue to indicate class

index and subject entries etc.

5. Binding Section

In a big library, a lot of work of repair and binding of books has to be done

as a result of wear and tear of books by their constant use. Some new books are

also to be bound to increase their life. Binding Section done all this work.

6. Maintenance Section

The work of arranging replacing books on shelves and finding them on

request is done by this section. Minor repairs of books are also undertaken. The

work of keeping vigil over stack area is also done by staff of this section. It also

undertakes stock verification.
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7. Periodical Section :

All work pertaining to periodicals, i.e. magazines, journals, serials etc.,

their selection. acquisition, recording, display etc. is done by this section.

Technical Processing of Documents

"The essence of library service is to produce the book wanted or to suggest

a similar title, with the minimum of delay." (James Duff Browen's Manual of library

economy. 7th ed. Completely re-written by R. Northwood Lock. London: Andre

Deutsch, 1961. P.200).

And every librarian knows that in order to serve his/her clientele efficiently

and effectively, there must be a system to control the collection. Processing of

collection or classification and cataloguing are the means or tools to aid user to

reach his/her document and find user(s) for each document promptly and save

time of the user and staff.

Definition

"Strictly, this term describes the carrying out of the various routines like

stamping, labelling, numbering, etc. before a book gets ready for the shelves,

but it may include all the processes involved in preparing a book. Also called

'Book Preparation', book processing." (Harrod's Librarian Glossary, 1977).

Functions

This section has to perform the following functions in a library :

1. Policy making regarding selection of:

Classification scheme

Catalogue code

Subject Headings

Call number - book number system

Inner form of catalogue

Selective/Full Cataloguing or Details of entries

Authority File

Shelf list

2. Planning of work

3. Physical preparation of documents

4. Classification of documents

5. Cataloguing of documents

6. Subject headings of documents

7. Writing of call numbers

8. Checking work

9. Maintenance of authority list

10. Maintenance of shelf list

11. Maintenance of catalogue

12. Maintenance of tools

13. Correction work

14. Display of documents
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15. Preparation of list of documents added in the library

16. Keeping of records

17. Statistics

18. Cooperative/ Centralized/Network processing

Classification:

Definition :

1. A series or system of classes arranged in some order according to

some  principles or conception, purpose or interest, or some

combination of such.

The term is applied to the arrangement either of the class names or

of the things, real or conceptual that are so classified. The term

"classification" is also by derivation and use the name for the classifying

or arranging of classes, or things, as a process or method.

2. In archives, the pre-designed filing system for a record series, or

the .act of identifying records or other documents, in accordance with

a pre-designed filing system. (ALA Glossary of library and information

science. Chicago : ALA, 1983).

Classification Scheme :

Classification has been termed as foundation of librarianship. It helps in

arranging documents in filiatory or helpful sequence on shelves with the help of

ordinal numbers. It helps in retrieving documents. Documents in a library are

usually arranged according to subject. And the arrangement is done as per

classification scheme. Each document is assigned a class number. This class

number is translation of subject of a document in the code number of the scheme

of classification.

Many classification schemes have been devised by librarians for this work.

A few of the standard schemes are:

1. Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC)

2. Universal Decimal Classification (UDC)

3. Library of Congress Classification (LC)

4. Subject Classification (SC)

5. Bibliographic Classification (BC)

6. Colon Classification (CC)

The library has to select one of the schemes for classification and its

edition also. Classification of documents is a time consuming and expensive

affair. It has to be adhered to for life long in most of the cases. So, while taking

decision on this policy matter, library has to judge their pros and cons

thoroughly. The scheme has to serve for generations to come. So it should be

expansive, it should have agency to revise the scheme from time to time and

update it.
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Catalogue

Definition

1. "A file of bibliographic records created according to specific and

uniform principles of construction and under the control of an

authority file, which describes the materials contained in a collection,

library, or a group of libraries.

2. In a wider sense, a list of materials, prepared for a particular purpose,

i.e. an exhibition catalogue, a sale catalogue" (AACR2) (The ALA

Glossary of library and information science).

Catalogue Code

Classification satisfies the subject approach of users. But users retrieve

documents from other approaches also viz. author, title, services. So library

prepares multiple entries of documents to satisfy this approach of user. Entries

are prepared according to a catalogue code. There are many catalogue codes. A

few of them are listed below :

Anglo - American Code (1908)

American Library Association Code (1949) (ALA code)

Classified Catalogue Code (1934) (CCC)

Anglo - American British Tax North American Taxes Rules (1967) (AACR)

Anglo - American Cataloging Rules 1978 (AACR II)

Anglo - American Cataloging Rules 1988 (AAC II Rea)

They provide rules for making catalogue entries. Decision is to be taken,

which code is to be adopted by the library.

Rangnathan's code is classified code. And other codes are alphabetical.

AACR-II Rev. provides rules for cataloguing non-book material also. Machine

Readable Catalogue (MARC) is based on AACR II. Cataloguing data of OCLC

and RLIN - the large catalogue data bases in America are based on AACR II.

UNIMARC is also based on AACR II. So it is becoming the standard code at

international level.

Subject Heading

Definition

"It is an access point to a bibliographic record, consisting of a word or

phrase which designates the subject of the work(s) contained in the bibliographic

item. Compare with form heading." (The ALA Glossary of library and infonnation

science).

Schemes

Subject headings satisfy subject approach of users. They are written in

common language i.e. English, Hindi, Punjabi. But their structure varies

according to the scheme to be adopted. A few of these schemes are:

Library of Congress Subject Heading List (LCSH)

Chain Procedure
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PRECI

POPSI

Thesaurus

Every library has to take decision regarding scheme to be followed for

providing subject entries.

Book Number

While classification schemes provide class numbers based on subjects of

documents, documents are also given book numbers. A few of the schemes are:

1. Cutter's Author Table

2. Merrill's Author Table

3. Ranganathan's Book Number System

4. Biscoe Time Number

The Library has to choose one of the scheme. And after that each document

gets book number according to that system.

Inner Form of Catalogue:

These forms can be:

Classified, which is in two parts

Dictionary, which files all entries in one alphabetical order.

Automation of libraries is being done. Instead of card catalogue, libraries

are going in for electronic form of catalogue. Connecting of catalogues of libraries

through Internet is making them available online. They are known as on Online

Public Access Catalogues (OPACs) .

Selective/Full Cataloguing

Some libraries, particularly small libraries give information regarding

author, title of documents. Large and research libraries provide full bibliographic

information: call number, author(s) title, sub-title, place, publisher, year, series,

notes etc.

What should be the level of bibliographical details in a catalogue entry

record, each library has to take policy decision.

Shelf List

"It is a catalogue of the bibliographic items in a library collection, arranged

by call number, with each item represented by one record. It frequently contains

the most up to date information on copy and volume holdings in other way." (The

ALA Glossary of library and information science).

It is a record of each document of collection in the library. It is maintained

and kept under lock and key. Public is not given access to it. Every library has to

make policy regarding it.

Authority File

Many decisions regarding classification, cataloguing etc. are taken by a

library. And they are to be followed in future. Authority list service as a guide for

this purpose.
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"It is a set of authority records establishing the authoritative forms of headings

to be used in a set of bibliographic records and the references to be made to and

from  the headings. Categories of authority files include name authority file, series

authority file and subject authority file. Synonymous with authority list." (The ALA

Glossary of library and information science)

Standardization

There have been developments in standardization of bibliographic

description since 1969. Automation requires standardization.

1nternational Standard Bibliographic Description (ISBD)

It is a group of standards for preparing the descriptive part of bibliographic

records, first adopted officially by the International Federation of Library

Association in 1971.

Standards have been prepared for documentation· in 1982 and published

for following type of materials:

ISBD (M) (Monographs) 1974, Rev. ed.

ISBD (S) (Serials) 1977

ISBD (G) (Generals) 1977

ISBD (CM) (Cartographic Materials) 1977

ISBD (NBM) (Non-Book Materials) 1977

ISBD (A) (Antiquarian) 1980

ISBD (PM) (Printed Material) 1980

ISBD (Components parts)

The general standard ISBD (G) provides the framework for describing all

types of materials.

Common Communication Format (CCF)

UNESCO/PGI  in  Apr i l  1978 formed the ad hoc  Group on  the

establishment of a Common Communication Format (CCF) which included

experts able to present the views of a broad spectrum of the information

community.  Members of  this  group worked at  meet ings and through

correspondence, to produce a common bibliographic exchange format that is

Common Communication Format (CCF) that would be useful both to libraries

and other information services.

Tools

This section needs some tools for classification and cataloguing e.g.

classification schemes, catalogue codes, subject heading lists, dictionaries,

biographical dictionaries, subject dictionaries, geographical sources, national

bibliographies, lists of other libraries holdings. It also requires to its close

proximity, the main catalogue and shelf list.

Materials

This section prepares physically, documents for public use. Following

material is required for this purpose :
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Catalogue cards if the catalogue is on cards

Catalogue cabinet

Book cards

Book pocket

Date slips

Book tags

Property slips

Library stamps

Gum of good quality

Pencil(s), pen(s), ink

Dater to stamp date of release of document

Type-writers/computers

Specimens of some of the material used are given here.

Name of the Library................

Call No.....................................

Accession No..........................

Title.........................................

Name of the Library.......................

Call No............................................

Accession No.................................

Important rules............................

Property Slip

     Stamp

RAJASTHAN UNIVERSITY

  LIBRARY

  JAIPUR

Book Tag

Book Pocket

Book Card

Data Slip Book Pocket
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Routine

Physical Preparation

Soon after receiving the documents from Accessioning Section, documents

are physically prepared.

Cutting of uncut pages of documents is done. Easing is also done so that

when they are opened by users, binding is not damaged. Putting stamp of the

library at the back of the title, last and secret pages is done. Here, library property

slip, and book tag, date slip, book pocket are also pasted at proper places, as

decided by the library.

Classification

Documents come for classification. It depends upon the type, size, work,

personnel, organization and policy of the library, how to do work.

In case of one person library of small size, the person may do classification

of documents.

In large libraries, documents may be sorted out according to subject,

language, format, reference and general, etc. In public libraries, where they

purchase novels also, they may categorize documents under fiction and non-

fiction. Large libraries employ professional staff with subject and language

background. Accordingly documents are sent to them for classification.

Further, documents are categorized under simple and difficult or complex.

Classification of simple documents is easier. But classification of documents of

complex nature or having new subjects, may require field work, consultation of

reference sources and experts. It consumes time, but they are a few. So they may

be classified later on.

And classification number of new subjects has to be noted in authority

file for future consultation, reference and consistency. Classification code

may require amendments. So such amendments are noted down in Authority

file.

Classifier, once again, checks documents with the library catalogue, if

there are copies or earlier editions, volumes, etc. of documents available in the

library. If so, their class numbers are noted down. And new documents are

assigned the same class number. Book number may change. Cataloguer is also

notified about it, so that fresh cataloguing may not be done.

If documents are not in the collection, classifier classifies them according

to the scheme adopted by the library. Call number and collection number written

are on the back of title page.

Cataloguing

Documents here are also categorized according to their cataloguing

peculiarities i.e. simple, normal, and difficult/complex, language wise, etc.

Copies/editions/volume of documents, which are already in the library,

are not catalogued freshly. Their shelf cards are prepared. But information
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about new copies/new editions/volumes is simply noted in the catalogue cards.

For fresh documents, processing slip of main entry is prepared, according to

the catalogue code Subject headings are also written as per code. Tracing section

also indicates number and type of entries to be made.

Checking

Classification number and catalogue processing slips are checked. If the

same person is doing the work it is checked later on. And if any discrepancy is

there, it is noted down and rectified.

Where there are more professionals in the section, this work is done by

chief/ head of the section. Some documents may require discussion or

meetings. Changes and corrections may be made accordingly and noted in

Authority List.

Catalogue Entries

Catalogue, book and shelf card entries may be written in library hand.

They are typed in most of the libraries as per instructions by the processing staff

in the main entry. This work is done by semi-professionals. And they prepare

these entries after some training.

In unit card system, main entry is prepared. And copies of the same card,

which may be duplicated, with help of machine, with change in heading section,

serve added entries.

In some countries, like Great Britain and United States, cards of documents

were prepared by a central agency. And libraries bought cards from them and

used them.

In the USA, Library of Congress, cataloguing-in-publication data is given

on the back of title page. It saves cataloguer from botheration of searching

information, from other sources, for choice and rendering of main and other

entries. Cataloguer has to copy it, with modification(s) of, if any, required by the

library.

Numbering

Call number is written with pencil on all cards and date slips by the

cataloguer(s). It is written in pencil, because change/amendment etc., later

on, if any in class number gets changed either by the classificationist or by

the library may be done easily. But it is written with ink on book tag and

jacket tag.

Checking and Correction Work

They are again checked. If there is error in typing/writing cards and call

number, it is rectified.

Separation of Cards

Cards are separated from the document, except book card which is inserted

into the book pocket.
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Processing slip is sent for preparation of the New Addition List.

Filing

Cards are arranged and inserted in the catalogue/shelf tray(s). Their

filing sequence is checked. If it needs correction, it is rectified. And then

rod in the catalogue cabinet/shelf card register cabinet is taken out. And

cards are filed.

Difficult Documents

Difficult documents may be discussed for classification/cataloguing.

Information needed may be collected from sources. They may be classified and

catalogued as per procedure mentioned above.

Display of Documents

Documents are released for display and later on for shelving.

Re-c1assification

Some documents may need re-classification because of changes. So their

cards are to be taken out, alteration made and re-filed at proper place.

Binding

Those documents, received from the binding in maintenance section, may

be again got physically prepared. Numbering is written on book tag and date slip.

Book card, if not there, is written and inserted into the book pocket.

New Addition List

New Addition List is prepared with the help of processing slips. This list

may be issued fortnightly, monthly or bimonthly depending upon the policy of

the library and documents added periodically in the collection. It is sent to the

users as per policy of the library.

Cooperative / Centralized Cataloguing and Automation

Automated cataloguing experiments involved pre-computer equipment

as card sorters and paper-tape writers and date from the 1940s. Computers

were first applied to the production of catalogue cards and book catalogues

in the early 1960s. In 1963, the Yale University Medical Library began using

computers to print catalogue card sets from bibliographic data recorded on

punch cards.

Librarians have long realised the problems associated with classification

and cataloguing. These involve intellectual activities and professionals do

the work. They require considerable knowledge, training, experience and

decision-making. They are time-consuming, labour intensive and expensive.

Consequently, many libraries have backlogs of collection for processing.

In 1960s, it was realised that catalogue copy could be obtained in

machine readable, computer processable form. US Library of Congress

commissioned several feasibil ity studies for the purpose. And Machine

Readable Cataloguing (MARC) Project was established in 1966 and it is known
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as MARC format.

Filing rules

There are several published codes of rules for filing catalogue entries and

they include those produced by the American Library Association, the British

Standards Institution and the Library of Congress. Some of the problems which

occur in filing are concerned with (1) initials, (2) abbreviations, (3) numerals, (4)

hyphenated words, (5) words with 'modified' letters and (6) words with different

spellings. Listed below are the ALA (American Library Association) rules which

deal with these problems:

1.   Initials - where word by word filing is used, the problem arises as to

where to place initials, including groups of initials separated by full

stops. The 'ALA Code' (Rule 5) decrees that initials precede words, e.g.

AA, ALA, ASM, Abstracts. The exception is that acronyms (groups of

initials which can be and are pronounced like a word) can be treated

as words, e.g. UNESCO.

2.   Abbreviations - the problem here is whether to file abbreviated words

as they are written (e.g. Mr) or as they would appear if spelled out (e.g.

Mister). The ALA code (rule 6) decrees that abbreviated words should

be filed as if they were spelled out in full, with one exception, i.e. the

abbreviation Mrs. St. is therefore filed as if it were spelled Saint, and

M', Mc are filed as Mac.

3.    Numerals - the filing problem is whether to file numerals in numerical

order to treat them as if spelled out. The ALA code (rule 9) says that

numerals should be treated as though spelled out, but in the language

of the entry, e.g. 7 = seven or sept (in French), etc.

4.    Hyphenated words - the question arises as to whether one should treat

a hyphenated word as two separate words or as a single word. The ALA

code (rule 11) treats a hyphenated word as two separate words, with

the following exceptions:

(a) when the first part of a hyphenated word cannot stand alone

(e.g. anti-freeze, inter-university) that hyphenated word

should be filed as if it were one complete word;

(b) when a hyphenated word is sometimes written as one

complete word and there is an entry- in the catalogue under

the complete form of the word, that form should be adhered

to throughout, e.g. 'press mark' filed as if it were 'pressmark'

5.  Words incorporating modified' letters the problem here is how to file

words which include letters with accents or other modifications (e.g.

the acute, grave or circumflex in French, or the umlaut in German).

For example - should 'O' be filed as if it were 'oe' or 'O'. The ALA rule
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decress that all modifications should be ignored, i.e. 'o' is to be filed as if

it were 'O'.

6.  Words with different spellings - some words can be spelled in two ways,

in particular those words which are spelled differently in the USA from

the way they are spelled in the UK, e.g. 'colour' and 'color'. The ALA

code decrees that a uniform spelling be adopted for filing purposes,

with a 'see reference' from the spelling shown on the title page when

this differs. In practice, one should choose the form of spelling most

likely to be sought by the catalogue users.

Some filing problems occur only when word by word alphabetization is

used and do not apply to letter by letter arrangement. Some filing difficulties

are peculiar to dictionary catalogues and would not occur in classif ied

catalogues. For example, in a dictionary catalogue, one could have entries

where the same word is used for the heading but the word relates to author,

title and subject.

The ALA code states that author entries should come first, followed by a

straightforward alphabetical arrangement of other entries regardless of whether

the heading is that of a title, a place or an object, e.g.

MARK, Stephen (author)

MARK, Trevor (author)

 authors first

Mark and Sylvia (title)

MARK (German coin) (thing as subject)

The Mark of Cain (title)

Mark, Saint (person as subject)

Mark (Somerset, England) (place as subject)

It is important to note also that there are two methods of alphabetization -

or two ways of arranging words in alphabetical sequence. One is known as the

'letter by letter' or 'all through' method and the other as the 'word by word' or

'nothing before something' method. Compare the relative order of words in the

following two lists:

Letter by letter Word by word

Bookbinding Book jacket

Bookcase Book list

Booking hall Book of hours

Book jacket Book Plate

Booklet Book Pocket

Book list Book sale

Book of hours Bookbinding

         Book plate Bookcase
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Book pocket Booking hall

Book sale

Books Booklet

With the letter by letter method, each letter is considered in turn whether

or not there is a single word involved or two or more words. The gap between

words is ignored.

The word by word method differs in that the gap between words is taken

into account, therefore all the items beginning with the simple word 'book' are

dealt with first, and then the longer words such as 'bookbinding' follow.

Word by word is probably the more common system and is recommended

in all the major codes of filing rules. However, problems can occur and rules

would have to be followed with regard to hyphenated words (whether they are

treated as a single word or two separate words) and words which-can be written

either as one word or two, e.g. book card or book card.

The letter-by-letter method is less confusing in that hyphens and gaps

between words are ignored and are therefore irrelevant. This method has been

used in quite a number of reference books including major encyclopaedias.

Summary

Processing of documents is fundamental service to help users to retrieve

document. Processing of documents, covers, classification, cataloguing and

physical preparation of documents. Functions of this section are - policy making,

planning, physical preparation of documents, classification, cataloguing, making

of subject heading, writing of call numbers, maintenance of authority, shelf list

and catalogue, tools, checking, display of documents, preparation list of new

arrivals, etc.
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Self Check Questions

1. Name various schemes of classification.

2. What is Accession register? Prepare its structure.

3. What is MARC ?

4. Name two methods of alphabetization.

Answers to Self Check Exercises

1. See Heading Functions - Subheading Classification Schemes at p.26

2. See Accessioning Section at p.22.

3. Machine Readable Catalogue

4. Letter by letter or all through and word by word or nothing before

something.
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Structure :

1.7.1 Introduction

1.7.2 Functions

1.7.3 Principles of Stacking

1.7.4 Stacking Method

1.7.5 Shelving Methods

1.7.6 Close/Open Access

1.7.7 Binding

1.7.8 Stock Verification

1.7.9 Stock Rectification

1.7.1 Introduction

This Section plays a major role in effectiveness of a library and its image

in the community. It is the section, which arranges materials acquired by the

library in helpful sequence for access. It is responsible for efficient retrieval of

desired documents. It is assigned with the function of reshelving the documents

returned or used or consulted promptly at proper places. It is responsible for

cleanliness in the stacks and library and proper help. Document delivery response

time and level of satisfaction also depend on its efficient and effective functioning.

1.7.2 Functions

1. Policy making regarding:

Access to collection :open/c1osed.

Stacking method.

Shelving method.

Collections.

Shelving.

Binding.

Preservation and conservation.

Guides.

Vigilance.

Stock Verification and rectification.

Weeding out.

2. Planning.

103
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3. Shelving and reshelving.

4. Checking of tags and call numbers on them.

5. Preservation and conservation.

6. Cleanliness.

7. Guides.

8. Arrangements and rearrangements of books on shelves.

9. Stock rectification.

10. Help and guide users in retrieval of documents.

11. Security.

12. Vigilance in stacks, building, windows, window panes etc.

13. Stock verification.

14. Weeding out of documents.

15. Repair of books.

16. Tag checking and writing.

17. Correction work.

18. Automation and access to material.

1.7.3 Principles of Stacking

Physical form of documents decides its storage and stacking method. When

documents were in clay tablets they were stacked in special boxes. Parchment

documents were kept in pigeon-holes. Paper documents are kept in almirahs or

racks. Microform and electronic formats need different types of storage.

In open access, where users are allowed to access documents freely inside

a library, open stacks are needed. Preservation and conservation of materials

are given due importance.

Five laws of library science, serve as guiding principles for stacking.

Some of the principles are given below:

* Library building should be designed to allow access to library

documents as well as preserve and conserve them.

* Direct sunlight should not fall on the documents. For, it adversely

affects paper and other material of documents.

* As far as possible, stacks should not face east or west and there

should be provision for sun breakers in unavoidable circumstances.

* The building should be dust free and there should be control of

humidity and temperature. It votes for air conditioning of stack area.

* There should be provision for proper natural and artificial light.

Documents are to be used by users. So, this would help in easy

access to reading material.

* Racks should be flexible. All types and sizes of documents are to be

stacked. So, adjustment of shelves is necessary to shelve them.

* Library is a growing organization. There should be provision for
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expansion. Furniture and fitting should be of standard size. It helps

in expansion and adjustment needed for future expansion.

* It should give easy access to material. Therefore, height of racks

should be that of average height of users.

* It should be economical and efficient in accessing material. Hence,

map of stacks and their arrangement and guides should be provided.

* Catalogue area should be near to stack.

* The area should be functional.

* Documents should be arranged in such a way that they are visible.

* Books should be kept in such a way that their spines are visible to

users.

* Books should not be kept in double rows, which hinder visibility of

the inside row.

* The racks should be double faced, to allow visibility of reading

material.

* Arrangements should be such that documents/subjects, which are

more used should be near. It asks for arrangement not strictly

according to classification scheme followed but broken order. It

should consider flow of users to stacks and library.

1.7.4 Stacking Method

Different stacking methods are followed, depending upon the size, type of

library and space available and collection. Some of them are described hereunder:

1. Tower Stacks

In this system, documents are shelved along the walls, up to ceiling, hence

the name. The space inside may be used for reading purpose. Documents less

used are kept at the upper shelves, which are accessed through a ladder.

This system saves space. Checking of users in the stack area is easier.

But it does not provide easy access to documents. There is danger of falling

down, while accessing documents at upper levels. Such documents may not be

used. So, it is economical in storage but not in access.

Still it is used in some libraries.

2. Double Row on Fixed Shelves

In this stacking system, documents are arranged on fixed shelves in

almirahs in double rows, one behind the other. It saves space. It does not provide

easy visibility, hence access to documents. In close access libraries, it is still

being used, where the staff takes out documents for users.

3. Hinged Stacks

This system runs on curved metal tracks in the floor, which give support

at the front as may be seen in museums. Shelves are joined together with hinges

at one side and mounted in front of fixed shelving. For opening shelves, hinge is

pressed and space 'is made in between to access documents. At a time, only one

rack can be accessed.
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It saves space. But it is difficult to operate. It doesn't provide easy access to

reading material to more users at a time. So, it is not popular.

4. Bracket Stacks

Tabular columns and heavy shelf support this system. Shelf brackets are

inserted into the holes/sockets, which are at one or more intervals. It makes

them adjustable according to needs.

It saves space and money.

5. Multi-tier Stacks

This system is common in many libraries. A metal framework supports the

stacks from bottom to top. Load of books is on the base or floor, which is made

quite strong to bear it.

Each stack floor except that of the ground may be wooden or of light metal,

or concrete, which allows easy access to material on different stories.

It is economical/cheaper in construction cost. It is popular with libraries,

but expansion creates problems.

6. Rolling Stacks

Where there is acute problem of space, it has been used. Racks are on

wheels and the floor is fitted with stripes of metal, which allows easy movement

of racks. These racks can also be moved with power/electricity motors. There are

no space inbetween racks to allow access to a rack. Racks are pressed one after

the other. For access to a desired rack, the other racks in the stacks are pressed

and a space made to access documents in the rack.

This system is used in closed or guided access for less used material.

Usually, staff goes with the user to operate the system.

7. Compact Storage

Space problem has given birth to this storage. It is:

1. A shelving area usually for little used library materials, in which

some type of compact shelving is utilized to maximize capacity.

2. A shelving area, usually for little used library materials, in which

the section or book cases are designed to maximize capacity, i.e. by

narrow aisles and higher than normal shelving

(The A.L.A. Glossary of library and information science/edited by

Heartsill Young. Chicago: American Library Association, 1983, p. 52.)

It can even consist of motorized movable bookcases that are stored against

each other with no aisles until access to a particular shelf is required.

It can be open but is often close access. It does not provide browsing facility,

which affects use of documents adversely.

8. Stacks

Usually in libraries, stacking area is specially built with low ceiling. The

area is built keeping in view weight/load of books. This stack area is built of

strong concrete and steel. It may be multi tier depending upon the requirements
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of libraries. There is provision for expansion, if need be.

Double-faced racks are kept. In between space is left to provide easy access

to user. Books are visible. Racks are adjustable and of standard size. Height of

the upper shelf of the rack can also be accessible to users. It may accommodate

bigger size documents by adjusting the shelves.

This system is used by most of the libraries for providing access to library

material in open access.

1.7.5 Shelving Methods

It should be judicious. It should follow reader flow in the library. Type and

size of library affects shelving arrangement. For example, in a public library,

literature and fiction are popular with users. In an academic library, textbooks

are in great demand. Hence they should be shelved near the counter. This

arrangement may help users not to walk long distance in a big library to access

them.

Shelf arrangement varies from library to library. And many systems are

followed. It depends on need and resources of a library. Following are a few

systems of shelving library material:

1. By Accession Number

Many libraries are still following this system. Books are arranged according

to their accession numbers. To access a book, catalogue is consulted to find its

accession number.

This is simple shelving method.

Arrangement on shelf can be done by any one who knows Arabic numerals.

But if any one wants to know documents a library has on a subject, the

system does not help. Documents are not kept in helpful filiatory sequence.

2. By Author/Title

Some libraries arrange documents by authors or titles of documents in

alphabetical sequence. To illustrate, British Document Supply Centre, Boston,

Spa, U.K. arranges documents by title. It is a close access library. It supplies

documents to libraries on inter- library loan or their photocopy. Correct title of

the document is a must for accessing, retrieving and shelving it. This is one of

the biggest library of the world and is providing wonderful service to the world,

promptly.

3. By Type of Material

In some of the libraries, type of document is the deciding factor in arranging

them on shelves. Such as :

- Books

- Periodicals.

- Reference books.

- Micro documents.
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- Audio-visual materials.

- Electronic format.

4. Multiple Collection/Broken/Mixed Order

In this shelving, no one order-classification, block, accession etc is

followed. Use/utility is its main criterion. Dr. Ranganathan also recommended

it, "To facilitate shelving, reshelving and access of documents. Collection number

is put on call number of documents except of main collection. Dr. Ranganathan

suggested some of the following collections :

1. General Collection/Most used Collection/Open Access Collection

2. Closed Collection

3. Abnormal Size Collection

4. Temporary Collections

5. Correction Collections

6. Binding Collection

7. Topical Collection

8. Text book Collection

9. Art book Collection

10. Special Collection

11. Rare Book Collection

12. Manuscripts.

13. Wornout books collection

14. Referance books

15. Text books collection

5. By Block/Group Arrangement

All types of documents micro documents, books, periodicals, audio-visuals

on a group of subjects or broad subject like sciences, social sciences, humanities

etc. are arranged as a group/block in the library. They are then arranged in

classified order. Catalogue is also kept near the stack in the block. Persons,

specializing in the area, are appointed there. So it helps in flow of users, services

etc according to the groups of subjects they are interested in or specialisating.

In public libraries, there may be blocks of fiction, non-fiction, general

collection etc.

6. By Ribbon Arrangement

This is followed in some public libraries to encourage reading of non-

fiction books. Fiction is popular with users. They come to library for them. A

ribbon or strip in the middle shelves is made of fiction/novel. And on its upper

and lower shelves non-fiction documents are shelved. Users interested in fiction

may also see nonfiction documents and may get interested in them.

7. By Type of Users

Some libraries categorize reading material according to type of users, such

as
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- Adults

- Children

- Women

- Visually handicapped/ impaired/ challenged

- Neo-literates

- Illiterates

8. By Classified Arrangement

Most of the libraries arrange documents according to classification scheme

they follow :-

1. It arranges documents in helpful and filiatory sequence.

2. This is helpful in open access libraries, where users are allowed to

browse documents.

3. It is an aid in reaching out documents of their desired specific

subjects without going through catalogue.

4. It is also helpful in accessing documents through catalogue, after

finding their Call Numbers.

1.7.6 Close/Open Access

1. Definition

According to ALA Glossary of Library and Information Science, any library

stack area not open to the general public or open only Qn a selective basis.

Synonymous with closed access and closed shelves. Compare with open stack.

Harrods' Librarian's Glossary defines "The obsolete method of keeping

readers from the book shelves; this necessitated the provision in lending libraries

of printed catalogues and indicators to inform readers which books were 'in' or

'out'. Also called "Closed shelves' and 'Closed Library'. In archive administration,

archives which are not available to the general public due to the existence of a

confidentiality restriction. They are said to be 'open' when the period of restriction

has expired. See also Access.

Books are precious lifeblood of scholars and writers. They are never failing

friends. They are very valuable. Hence they are preserved for posterity.

Printing of books made them easily available for users. Economics of

printing forced the printers/publishers, to print more copies at a time, to reduce

cost of printing a book. This also helped in easy availability of books. It also

changed the mindset of librarians and libraries.

Close Access

Society recognizes communication as a social process. The book is one of

the means or medium of communication between the writer and the user. The

library is our corporate memory, our co-operative knowledge and collective

wisdom of ages. The ideas have been sources of industrial and social revolutions.

Libraries as information dissemination agencies devise and elaborate systems

for organizing the published literature. They create a bibliographical wheel, which
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acts not only as a map of subject field but also provides access points by means of

which the user can enter the field. But it is not the field itself.

For full exploitation of this timeless treasure, it is compellingly necessary to

make provision of direct interface of users with the collection. Books are not static

units to be kept in isolation from the community if they have to deliver their

messages. No name, address, or description can be substitute for an entity. So is

the case with the books. Classification and catalogues are guides to reach a book.

Research has shown that all other things being equal, the most accessible

materials are likely to be used proportionately more than materials that are less

conveniently located.

In close access as we all know, the user is a slave of the catalogue and is

at the mercy of the library attendant. User feels bored. He has to wait till the

desired book(s) come(s). There is not only loss of subjective time. But it is criminal

wastage of time of the user, may of the community. Suppose a user has to wait for

ten minutes for a book or information about it to come. And 200 users come to a

library daily. The time wasted on every working day for the purpose will be 2000

minutes. Certainly the Fourth Law of Library Science "Save the time of the reader"

will not be respected. And when user is told that the needed book is not available,

he has to go through the cycle once again. And how many users can sustain the

interest in books till they find the required book or information.

Moreover, experience and research have shown the requirements of users

are not always specific. There is also failure on the part of the user to express

himself/herself clearly.

Thus, the closed access is associated with three penalties:

a. Cost of retrieving an item from the storage.

b. Cost associated with patronage inconvenience.
c. Cost due to loss of clientele caused by stored books not being

available for browsing.

In closed access users are not allowed access to the shelves but instead

must request materials through library personnel.

2. Closed access pre-supposes that:

1. Stacks are closed.

2. Readers do not have access to them.

3. Catalogue provides the link between the user and the reading

material in the stack.

4. The majority of users are interested in a specific document and not

reading material on a topic/subject.

3. Advantages

1. It separates public property of the library from mutilation,

misplacement, mishandling of the users

2. It ensures orderly arrangement in the stacks.
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3. It controls use of documents.

4. It indicates use of the library by users, as every user requires

presentation of a requisition slip.

5. There is no need of classification exhaustively, so necessary for

open access, to allow facility of browsing stacks, see reading

material and select alternative documents on a topic.

6. Stacking and storage do not require space for movement of users.

7. Compact storage, roller stacks etc. can be introduced, where space

is a problem.

8. It minimizes theft of documents, because of criminal mind of some

of the users.

9. It saves time of staff; it does not require much reshelving or

rectification of shelving.

10. There is no need for elaborate provision of guides as it the library

staff that operates the system and is conversant with the

arrangement. Hence, it saves money and time.

11. In a sense, library appears to be efficient and effective in providing

a document asked for from well-organized store of documents.

4. Disadvantages

1. No amount of description in the catalogue can be substitute for a

document as no name/bio-data can be a substitute for a person.

2. Library catalogue is too complex and artificial to be fully understood

or used by any user.

3. Most of the documents in a library remain stored in the library, as

stacks are inaccessible to users.

4. It does not provide browsing facility to users to browse documents

on a topic and select documents and find their alternatives.

5. There is a variety of users and their demands/needs are also varied.

And close access cannot satisfy their needs/demands.

6. It taxes users. The user has to be specific about need of a document

to access it through catalogue. He/she should know author/title

etc. of a document to fill in the requisition slip, and write down call

number correctly. Any mistake means chances of getting the

document are lessened.

7. The catalogue entries have to be exhaustive and easily understood

by users for it is the only link between users and the documents.

There are chances of its failure, however, entries may be carefully

written, because of communication gaps.

8. It wastes time of users, hence staff too. The user has to wait till a

document comes. And the staff has to run after every requisition,

as there is no selfservice. In case the document is not available, the

user has to go through the process again and so is the case of the
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staff.

9. More staff with commitment is needed hence, more cost, as it does

not allow self-service. We all know waiting time hangs on us. So

subjective time for waiting for a document till it comes hangs and

sometimes makes user restless. He/she may become impatient. And

the thirst for use of documents may die down in the meantime.

5. Open Access

Open access is one of the great achievements of nineteenth century for

libraries.

It is meant that readers will normally be allowed to have direct or open

access to shelves.

It was James Duff Brown, who revolutionized the idea of library service by

allowing the public to get at the books, in 1880's. He was regarded by many of his

colleagues as mad. But the time has testified it otherwise.

1.7.1 Definition :

The democratic spirit of modern libraries gives the reader the same freedom

and privilege as the librarian has to walk among the book stacks, browse round,

pull out books at will, dip into them, and select what he wants by actually tasting

them in the stack room. This is called the "Open Access System". Electronic system

of checking unauthorized taking of books. (Ranganathan, S.R. The organization

of librarians Ed.3. London: Oxford University Press, 1963. p. 134-35.)

Open access permits the user to interface with the books and choose what

he wants, rather than approach the books through the catalogue and depend upon

library personnel to fetch the book from the stack for him/her. Besides user

psychological tempo is maintained. Browsing of well-organized library is in itself

highly educative.

The library not only supplies documents specifically demanded by the

users, but helps them in expressing and framing their demands for books in open

access.

Browsing among the shelves of a good well organized library, provides a

conspectus of any field of knowledge or interest far wider than the compass of

one individual mind, and offers a choice of approach and treatment, which leads

to what W.I.B. Beveridge calls "eureka situation." Even a random Juxtaposition

of ideas gained by purposeful browsing may suddenly bring together apparently

unconnected piece of information to force a new coherent picture, which is

precisely what the enquirer looks for.

Besides, books in the subject group, allows chance of comparison of one

book with another.

Strength of collection on a subject/specific topic is made easier. Users

can discover alternative documents as subject. When there a book of choice is

not available, it makes user familiar with the collection on the subject/
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interdisciplinary topic. Classified arrangement brings new titles to the notice of

users. There is self service inside the library.

Unfortunately, in many libraries closed access is still the rule. Perhaps, it is

feared that the open access means loss of books, misplacement and mutilation.

And the librarians are penalized and made to make the loss good.

1.7.2 Advantages :

1. Open access permits the user to interface with the books and choose what

he/she wats, rather than approach the books through the catalogue and

depend upon library personnel to fetch the book from the stack for him/

her.

2. User psychological tempo is maintained.

3. Browsing of well-organised library is in itself hightly educative. It windes

their knowledge of the subject and documents..

4. Besides, books in the subject group, allow chance of comparison of one

book with another.

5. Strength of collection on a subject/specific topic is easily visible. Users

can discover alternative documents on a subject. When a book of choice is

not available, it makes user familiar with the collection on the subject/

interdisciplinary topic.

6. Classified arrangement brings new titles to the notice of users.

7. There is self-service inside the library, which makes users more

comfortable.

8.  It saves time of users and the staff.

9. Experience shows, that number of books being borrowed in open access is

more than in close access system.

10. Hence system is nore cost-effective.

11. the user as well as the society is benefitted more in open access system

than in close access system.

12. The library not only supplies documents specifically demanded by the

users, but helps them in expressing and framing their demands for books

in open access.

1.7.3 Disadvantages :

1. There is misplacement, mutilation of books intentionally or

unintentionally by users, which causes inconveniences to users,

and affects its performance, and image unfavourably .

2. Staff is required to rectify correction and be vigilants in the stacks.

3. As users are allowed free access, some criminal minded users

manage to take away books, resulting in loss of books, for sometime

or permanently.

4. It requires more space in stacks, as compared to closed access, for
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movement of users. Documents are to be kept within the reach of

user of average height. Compact storage is not possible.

5. Proper guides are essential.

6. Classification scheme is needed which is helpful to users, simple

and easy to write and understand. Books cannot be kept in fixed

order or double rows.

7. Users need orientation in use of collection, classification etc.

8. Cleanliness and proper arrangement of documents are essential.

Conclusion

It is true that loss of books is inevitable in open access. But it is likely that

more books are used in open access hence better returns on the money spent on

purchasing and organizing the books.

Secondly, most of the books have their life span like flowers, and they will

die natural death after sometime for their thought content becomes obsolete.

Knowledge is dynamic ever increasing and changing. It is dangerous to keep

such dated books. Thus, in open access only a few books are lost, but in closed

access all books are lost, without much user what a colossal loss!

Therefore, it is high time that open access is introduced with proper

safeguards for collection, in libraries.

However, librarians should not be asked to pay for the sins of the society.

In Rajasthan, Prof. V.V. John, who was the then Director of Education in 1960s

found a solution of the problem by introducing open access fee of Re. 1/- from

every student. Books lost owing to open access were replaced from this fund.

Since 1960's, Price Index, particularly of books has shot up tremendously

and also the crime index. It is suggested that a fee of Rs. 5/ - per student be

charged as open access fee, to meet the loss of books due to open access.

Government of India also made amendment in its financial rules. While

accepting the position of library books etc. different from that of other stores, it

stipulated procedure for purchase, write-off. disposal of mutilated/damaged books,

etc. and considered the loss of three volumes per thousand volumes issued/

consulted in a year as reasonable.

Users surveys, consultations with individuals and groups internal talk

with users, studies of user behaviour of collection of information for his/her work

help to see the need for services with other men's eyes. Creative thinking in the

area, also aids us to anticipate demand for a service.

Safeguards

The extreme freedom inside the library implies extreme vigilance at the

entrance and exit.

All the opening/gates of the library except one at the counter gate are to

be kept closed. Dr. Ranganathan recommended provision of wicket gates, which
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wi11 not open unless the counter-assistant releases them by pedals, which are

under his feet.

Windows of the building should be fitted with mesh, so that books cannot

be sent out unauthorized.

Text books, rare books and manuscripts, books with plates of paintings,

depository co11ection, micro documents, audio-visual materia1 etc. are to be

kept under close access. Preservation of such documents warrants that.

1.7.7 Binding

Books need binding, as the continuous use of books lead to wear and tear.

For proper care of books, these should be bound. A well bound book presents an

attractive appearance. A good binding helps to avoid damage from mishandling

and reduces wear and tear. It also avoid shabbiness and ensures proper

satisfaction of users.

There are various kinds of binding such as Publisher's casing and paper

backs, Re-inforced binding; Library binding; Full-leather binding; Half-leather

binding; Full cloth binding and Half-cloth binding.

The librarian should ensure best binding, at least cost in minimum possible

time.

1.7.8 Stock Verification/Stock taking

Stock verification implies the physica1 checkup of the articles on record.

The primary object of stock taking in libraries is to know if a11 the books that

have been stocked are in the library.

Needs

The main need and purpose of stock verification are to know the stock of

the library or what documents are physica11y available in the co11ection at a

given time.

Secondly, it helps to gauge the loss of documents, during the period.

Thirdly, studies thoroughly the shelves and stacks.

Fourthly, the staff and authorities are made aware of the loss and they can

take steps to stop it.

Fifthly, records of the library-catalogue, shelf register, accession register

etc. are rectified after the fina1 result.

Sixthly, it helps in weeding out books.

Seventhly, documents needing binding, repair or special care can be sent

for these purposes.

Eighthly, staff comes to know documents needing re-shelving, retagging

etc. and they are sent for that.

Ninthly, duplicate copies of worn out books or lost books but in demand

can be purchased.

Tenthly, the library can ca1culate the cost of loss of books.

Before taking up the work, its purposes should be decided:
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1. Which of the objectives library intends to achieve?

2. Full stock verification/partia1/random.

3. Who should do it :

(a) Library Staff?

(b) Retired Library Professionals?

(c) Outside Agency? .

4. Interval of stock taking or continuous process.

5. Should the library be kept open/closed.

6. Method of stock verification and its reliability.

7. Cost of stock verification V/s loss of books

Methods

Librarians have tried many methods for stock taking, depending upon the

objectives of stock taking:

- Counting

- Random Sampling Method

- Books per Foot

- Accession Number

Shelf Register Card

Libraries, which opt for this method, maintain another permanent record

of documents on card, called 'Shelf Register Card'. Arrangement of these cards is

based on principle of parallel movement. In other words, cards are arranged exactly

as documents are shelved on shelves of stacks. Any change in arrangement of

shelves is followed by change in arrangement of Shelf Register Cards. These cards

are kept under lock and key. Public is not given access to it.

Shelf List Card

Under this method the books on the shelves are checked with shelf cards

which remain arranged in the same order as the books on the shelves. The cards

of those books which are not found on the shelves are made to stand on their

shorter edges. These cards are listed in the evening after these are checked with

charged trays, binding and withdrawal sequences and the standing cards are

put in their normal position.

This system ensures speedy stock-taking and many persons can be

employed to do this job at one and the same time. Moreover, checking becomes

easier.

Procedure

1. Divide the whole length of stacks into convenient parts and fix quota

of the day.

2. One person should read out from the charged tray at the counter.

The call numbers of all the book-cards lying within the range of

day's quota.

3. Do similarly for all the books of the concerned region, lying the

bespoken collection or among the books returned or consulted by
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readers.

4. Then take the trays to the region of the stack room to be checked.

5. For the books not available in the stack, cards should remain

standing on the shorter edge.

6. At the end of the day pick out the standing shelf card and investigate

the location of these books.

Advantages

1. It reveals the losses and suggests additional security measures.

2. Stock taking allows the catalogues and other records to be brought

upto-date.

3. It permits general overhaul of the book stock and its physical

condition.

4. It helps in restoring book at their proper places.

5. It enables the library authorities to ascertain as to whether the

library staff is dishonest, negligent and careless or otherwise.

6. The desirability or otherwise of stock taking depends upon the size

of the library. In big libraries it becomes difficult to do thorough

checking at regular intervals.

7. Stock taking is done with one stroke, even in large libraries. There

is no need to prepare master copy.

8. It is not necessary to do stock taking of the whole library at a time.

Only the subject to be taken on a particular day, may be closed for

use. So service to users is not disrupted. Nor there is need to close

the library for the work.

9. Number of documents physically present, charged out and lost can

be known.

10. Bibliographical details of documents lost can be known. And if there

is need, they can be purchased.

11. It also helps in rectification of shelf arrangement.

12. Tidying of documents and chaining of shelves are also its bye-

products.

13. Weeding out and books needs binding repair, etc. can be done,

simultaneously.

14. Staff becomes acquainted with collection which may help in

rendering service and guiding users.

Disadvantages

1. It involves considerable amount of staff time which might be better

employed.

2. The results are largely negative.

3. The libraries closed for this purpose, breaks the rhythm of working.

4. Stock-taking is impossible in big libraries.
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5. It entails criminal wastage of money, material and staff man hours

without any tangible results.

6. The cost of stock verification is not commensurate with the cost of

books misplaced and the books once lost are lost forever and the

stock-taking will be an extra expenditure.

7. It needs checking arrangement on shelf, and proper shelving of

books, which takes time of the staff.

8. If stock-taking of the whole library is not done at a time, misplaced

books may be treated as lost.

9. It is time consuming.

Sample Stock Taking

In large libraries, instead of full stock taking of collection, stock taking of

only sample portion/subject(s) is done.

Shelving and Reshelving

This section is responsible for shelving of new documents received from

the Processing/Section.

It is also responsible for reshelving of documents received from circulation

section or reading rooms or books consulted in the stacks by the users.

Arrangement & Rearrangement

This section has to look after arrangement of shelves, racks and stacks.

Library is a growing organism. Collection keeps on growing. There may be need

for rearrangement of collections for some temporary, a topical collections or for

Annual as the need may be, shelves need easing. So rearrangement is done by

this section.

Weeding Out

In order to keep collection in proper order and live, weeding out of not

used books, old editions of documents, worn out documents is required. This

section should bring such cases to the notice of the librarian or committee for

final action on such documents.

User Service

The staff should available in the stack to help users in finding documents.

A register may be kept in each stack room. If a user does not find a document

and wants it, may be written in the register. Staff should daily check it help to

retrieve a document. If status of the request should be daily notified/written in

the register for the user and authorities, it helps in taking decision regarding

collection, development and problems of users.

This section is to check shelves and stacks are properly cleaned. Vacuum

cleaner should be used for cleaning dust from shelves.

In some libraries, committees get stock verification done. Many committees

are helping libraries in modernisation of libraries. They are recommending to

authorities for computerisation of libraries.
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Cooperation and networking are becoming common in many organisations

including libraries. Libraries are forming cooperative groups and coming into

network to provide access to reading materials.

1.7.9 Stock Rectification

In open access, users have direct access to shelves while browsing or taking

out documents, they may keep documents at wrong place.

Therefore, it is essential to rectify arrangement of documents rapidly and

regularly. Every day, the staff has to examine arrangement on shelves carefully.

If there is any disorder in sequence or some intentional misplacement or hiding

of documents, it should be set right.

Incidentally, it will acquaint staff with collection. It will help them to

provide service and guidance. Alertness, rectification and presence of staff will

keep vigilance in the stacks. This has saved many libraries from unauthorised

removal of books, theft and setting right guides, etc.

Who should stock-taking?

The work should be done not by outsiders but professionals. It is technical

nature. Experience of many librarians indicate that outsiders, who are not

interested in the work, create more mistakes. Library staff has to spend more

time to find documents shown lost because of doing the job not properly.

If library is short of staff, retired persons/unemployed professionals may

be engaged on contract basis.

It will be preferable that library staff does this job. It will acquaint them

with collection, so necessary for providing service. Besides, the work wil1

make them conscious about loss and they can be more alert at checking

points. They can also make decisions regarding weeding out books, take out

worn books for binding, repair, correct shelving, put tags etc. on books, keep

them in order to give the better look on shelves. They can come to know about

changes needed in shelf guides, wrong classification, documents etc. make

corrections.

Accession and Shelf Register

Both are the permanent records of the library.

While Accession Register is in numerical order, the Shelf Register is

according to Shelf sequence.

Accession number denotes the sequence in which a document has come

to a library. Shelf card denotes the place where a document is shelved.

Accession number is fixed while shelf card is mobile. It may change with

change in place of a document in the library e.g. a book may have accession

number 1522. It will be its permanent number. But, today a document may be in

a General Collection. So its card will be in General Collection in Shelf Register

Cabinet. Tomorrow it may be moved to 'Text Book', it may be moved to 'Text Book

Section'. Accordingly the shelf card will be moved to that collection in Shelf

Card Cabinet.
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Arrangements in Accession Register is according to Accession Number

while Shelf Register Cabinet according to collection and call number.

Both can be used for stock taking as they represent the stock of documents

in a library. But arrangement of Accession Register makes it unfit for the work

while the arrangement of Shelf Register Card makes it the only suitable record

for periodical stock taking. "It is regarded virtually the stock register.

(Ranganathan, S.R. Library Administration. p.372).

Principle of Parallel Movement

Maintenance Section has to maintain Shelf Register Record. For each copy

/volume of a document, a separate record is maintained under lock and key. In

manual system, it is maintained on cards. Their arrangement is the same as that

of documents on shelves, hence parallel. If documents are arranged for example

in 15 sequences in classified order, these Shelf Register Cards are also arranged

first in 15 parallel sequences, and then in classified order. If a document is
transferred  from general collection to Department Collection, its shelf card will

also be transferred at the same place and Department Collection. Except when  a

    1. Open access.

Answer : See Respective Headings.

Further Readings :

1. Mittal, RL: Library Administration: Theory & Practice. Ed5. 1984.

2. Krishan Kumar : Library Administration and Management. New Delhi:

    Vikas. Reprint 2009.

 Type Setting :

Department of Distance Education, Punjabi University, Patiala,

document is consulted or charged out to a user, the shelf card follows parallel
movement of the document. The shelf register cabinet is the hub of the stock in

the library and correspondingly the Maintenance Section is the hub of the staff

of the library. (Ranganathan S.R. Library Administration, p. 371).

Self-Check Questions

    2. Stock verification.


